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ABSTRACT 
The Secondary Benefits of Irr igation Water: 
An Economi c Appra isa l 
by 
Erik Bruce Go dfrey , Master of Science 
Utah Stat e Univers ity, 1968 
Majo r Professor: Dr. Darwin B. Nie lsen 
Department: Agricultura l Economics 
The secondary or external benefits of increasing the availability 
of water for irrigation and cha nging the a llocat ion of an exis ting 
wate r supply wa s ana lyzed f rom a theoretica l point of view. 
" Input-output" models for Cache County, Utah, and for the sta t e 
of Utah were us ed to indi ca t e the intersec t o ral relationship of water 
used by agriculture and other secto r s in each economy. 
The indirec t value of water used by agricu lture in Cache County 
was estimated . A method that extend ed the procedure used in this thesis 
was proposed that could be used to estimate the va lue of \.J"ate r in ether 
sectors . A 11 water matrix" was us ed to indicate reasons why l arge 
a lloca tions of water to agri culture may be economically justi f i ed. 
(129 pages ) 
INTRODUCTION 
Water has long been a resource of considerab le importance. History 
has recorded many battles that have been caused by dif ferences of 
opinion concerning the use of ava ilabl e water supplies. Man has long 
recognized the importance of water as an input to sustain his economic 
well being. The development of economic areas such as the Western 
United States has literally hinged upon the availability of water. 
Early in the history of the West, water used for irrigation was 
placed near t he top of the priority list for water allocation . It has 
been estimated by MacKichan and Kommerer (1961) that approximat ely 80 
percent of the water in the West is us ed for irrigation . 
The heavy use of water for irrigation has brought about problems 
that are gaining in importance today. Municipalities, industries, and 
competing fa iTllers are demanding more water, which has caused growing 
concern to be voiced over the present alloca tion of the nation ' s water 
supp l y . 
The economic concept that is used as an indicator of optimum allo-
cation of resources among uses is the equimarginal principle. This 
concept states that net returns cannot be increased whenever resources 
are a llocated as follows: 
Where: 
MRPx 2 
MCRxz 
MRPxn 
MCRKn 
MRP margina l revenue product of the resource mix, 
MCR marginal cost of the resource mix, and 
X1X2· ···Xn =alternat i ve resources us es . 
Whenever the return of the resource under question (wate r in this 
case) is o f great er va lue to one use r than ano ther, the return of that 
r esource can be increased by giving more of the r esource to the high 
value user a nd l es s to the low value user . 
With the demand for water increasing at a phenomenal r a t e , economists 
a nd water planners are beginning to a dvocate the transfer o f wa ter from 
l ow va lue users to high value use r s . Most of these trans fe rs a r e being 
justified under criteria that fo llow the principle of equimargina l 
r e turns. 
Water, like most other renewabl e resources, tends to be a "socia l 
good," a nd as such, it s use t ends to affec t second and third pa rties even 
though they have no legal rights to it. If wate r is tra nsferred to a 
new us e , it is genera lly possible to comp ensate the primary us e rs. How-
eve r, this transfer will affect second and third parties. I£ these 
parties in cur losses, a re they to be compensated as well? Or will these 
second and third party effects precl ude the possibi li ty of a water 
transfer? Second and third pa rties will a l so be affected wh en new water 
supplies a re developed. 
The economic well being of a nation's populous needs to be cons id ered 
whenever transfers of water a r e contemp l ated or whenever some gove rnmenta l 
investment in a project is be ing eva luat ed . The consideration of economic 
well being has two important aspects . The f irst concerns the amount of 
goods and services that a r e made avai labl e for consumpt i on . The principle 
of equimarginal returns essentia lly a dvoca tes increasing th e size of the 
11 pie" ava ilable for consumption by more efficiently allocating inputs of 
production. The second aspect o f economic we ll being is concerned with 
distribution problems or who gets what piece of the "pie . " 
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Decisions made by legislators, policy makers, administrators, etc. 
have had varying effects upon both aspects of well being of the nation's 
populous. These decisions will become very important in the a rid west 
where the availabi lity of water is so crucial to the economy. 
This study is an attempt to provide some enlightenment concerning 
the effect various allocative decisions will have upon the well being of 
second and third parties and why these effects should be considered 
whenever water al location decisions are being made . 
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
1. Ana lyze the methods ava ila ble, theore tical implications, and 
probl ems invo lved in the de termination of the indirect va lue of wat er 
used in agriculture. 
2. Discuss what e ffect changes in a llocat ion migh t have on second 
and third parties . 
3. Estimate the indirect va lue of water used in agricult ure . 
The fi r s t objective is es sentially a stepping stone needed in order 
to determine whether or not the third objec tive could be accompli shed. 
The fi rst objective was accomplished by reviewing a ll avai l able a rtic l es 
and studies that have tried to measure the secondary benefits of either 
an increase in th e wat e r supply or a change in the allocation of water 
supply. 
The above review of lit er a ture he lp ed provide a basis upon which a 
theoretica l dis cussion was ba sed which ana l yzed the criteria under which 
secondary benefits ca n accru e to an economy. 
The th i rd objective proved to be very evas ive , for previous wo rk in 
this a rea was found to be non-ex istent either f rom a theoretical or 
empirica l point o f view. However, input-output analysis combined with a 
residual approach to wa ter va lue measur ement was used to approximate the 
secondary benefits of wa ter used in agri cu l t ure in Cache County, Ut ah . 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The li tera t ur e concern ing wate r and irrigat ion is abundant and to 
review all o f it would be a fo rmidab l e t ask indeed . In keeping with the 
objectives o f t his thesi~ onl y empirica l studies that have tri ed to 
measure secondary benef i ts will be reviewed . 
The emp iri ca l work concerning seconda ry benef it s can be broken into 
two par ts . First , those concerned with the measurement of what have 
been the seconda ry be nefits; and second, those that concern what wi ll be 
the seconda r y benefits of some water a llo ca tion. All of the stud ies 
reviewed have tried to measure the seconda ry benefits of a project or an 
increase in th e water supply to an ar ea or river ba sin . No effort has 
been made to eva lua t e the secondary benefits or effects of a change in 
the wate r supply to a n area o r us e . 
The Bureau of Reclamation has tried to est imate th e secondary 
benefits of proposed projects fo r many years . The procedure fo llowed by 
t he Bureau is out line d in the "Recl amation Manua l. 11 The manual defines 
the indirect irrigation benefits of a project as the increase i n: 
(A) Profits of l oca l wholesalers and r e t a ilers from 
handling the increase in sales of fa rm products consumed 
loca lly off the proj ec t without process ing . (B) Profits of 
a ll other ente rprises be tween the fa rm and the fi na l con-
sume r , from handling , processing, and marketing the increase 
in sales of farm products loca lly and e l sewhere. (C) Profits 
of a ll ent e rprises from supplying goods a nd services fo r the 
increase in farm purchases fo r fami l y living and production 
expenses. (D) Land va lue of loca l residual property. (Report 
of Panel .. . to Straus, 1952) 
The procedure used in estimating A, B, C, and D above invo l ved the multl-
plication of empiricall y determined " fact ors " and the increases or 
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decreases in the value of individual commodities listed in farm budget 
surveys. 
The first recorded effort in this area, outside of the Bureau of 
Reclamation, was made by Marts (1950) . An area was chosen that was felt 
to be dependent strictly upon irrigation. It was believed that the area 
chosen, Payette County, Idaho, would be devoid of any economic activity 
if irrigation had not been developed. The procedure used involved 
estimating direct and indirect local benefits. Local direct benefits 
were defined as: (a) net farm income, (b) government payments to farmers, 
(c) farm wages. Loca l indirect benefits were defined as: (a) net entre-
preneurial income, (b) labor income, (c) property income. Entrepre-
neuria l income and labor income were derived from surveys of the non-
farming population. This measured the income accruing to non-farm 
laborers and entrepreneurs. Property income inc l uded net rents, 
royalties, dividends, interest, and included farm rents. The indirect 
and direct benefits measured represented what might be called net county 
income. The indirect divided by the direct benefits yielded an indirect 
benefit factor of 1.27. This was further interpreted by Marts to yield 
a local mu l tiplie r of 2. 27 meaning that when agricultural net income went 
up by $1.00, tota l county income would go up by $2.27 . This general 
procedur e was used on severa l more Bureau pro j ects and yielded indirect 
benefit factors r anging from 1 .12- 1.74 (Marts, 1956) . After reviewing 
these, Marts concluded that a ratio of 1.20 is probably valid but perhaps 
slight l y conservat i ve . 
The second attempt made in this area was by Holj e, Huffman, and 
Kraenzel (1956) of Montana State . They proposed five types of ratios 
that might measure the extent of secondary benefits that acc rue from the 
development of an irrigation project. They are: (l) ratio of farm to 
non- fa rm net income, (2) the ratio of farm to non - farm gross income, 
(3) the ratio of farm to non- farm inves tments , (4) the ratio of farm to 
non- farm population , and (5) the ratio of fa rm to non-farm workers. Each 
of the first four were rejected for various reasons . A ra tio of farm to 
non- farm workers for eight different a reas was determined for three 
different yea rs--1930, 1940, 1950. The r a tios determined ranged from 
1.04-3.13 f or the year 1950. One of the areas studied was Payette County, 
Idaho, which was studied first by Ma rts. This a rea y i e ld ed a ratio of 
1.47 using this method which compares to Marts' ratio of 1.27. 
The value - added approach of es timating irrigation benefits got a big 
push in 1962 when Nathanial Wollman and his associates published thei r 
book, The Va lue of Water in Alternative Uses (1962). The pro cedure 
i nvol ved a lloca ting 638,000 acre fee t of water in di ffering amounts to 
industry, agriculture , a nd r ecrea tion. Alloca tions to agri culture ranged 
from 248,000 to 510,000 acre fee t; a llocations to indu s try and domes tic 
uses ranged from 73,000 to 333 ,000 ac r e feet ; and allocations to fish and 
wildlife were either 0, 18,000, or 37 ,000 acre feet. Each of the eight 
different models theoretically exhausted all of the 638,000 acr e fee t 
avai labl e for a llocation. The direct benefits of each mod e l were then 
estimated . The indirect benefits were estimated by using the ratio 
concept proposed by Holje, Huffman, a nd Kraenze l ( 1956). The farm 
population was est imated for each model for the year 1957. A r a tio of 
1.35, determined by Huffman, Holje, and Kraenze l, was multiplied by the 
estimated farm population to yield the non- farm population. The number 
of non-farm workers was multiplied by their estimated media n wage to 
yield the indirect benefits of this a llocation. 
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Castle and Kimball (1963) attempted to measure the secondary impact 
of irrigation on Jefferson County, Oregon, as a result of the North Unit 
Project. Their procedure invol ved the comparison of three neighboring 
counties- - Jefferson, Deschetes, and Crook. The project in Jefferson 
Count y brough t its first water to farmers in 1946 . Deschetes and Crook 
counties already had mature irrigation projects. Changes in employment, 
population, and retail sales associated with changes in agricultura l out-
put were then noted for each county . The results of this study showed 
that there we r e considerab l e lo ca l secondary benefits as a result of the 
project. The results a lso showed that there may have been national 
secondary benefits because excess capacity existed in Jefferson County. 
The strict quant i fication of these benefits in dolla r terms was not 
attempted . 
In 1963, E. M. Lofting and P. H. McGauhey published a technical study 
that evalua ted water as a fac tor of production in California (1963). The 
procedure invo lved t he preparation of a 31- sector input - output mod e l for 
the State. Water coefficients measuring the number of acre feet of 
water used per million dollars of ou tpu t were computed for each sector . 
A diagonal ma trix of t hese water coefficient s was pre-multiplied by the 
Leont ief f ma trix. The direct plus indirect water requirements per sec t or 
was obtained by summing each respective row of the r esul tant mat r ix. 
Va lue added pe r unit of water use was computed for each sector in 
the following manner. The addition o f wages and salaries, res idua l 
profits and rents, federal and lo ca l taxes, and import s for each sector 
was defined as va lue add ed. These va lue added f igur es were then divided 
by gross output per sector resulting in the va lue add ed per do llar of 
gross output . The se value add ed coefficients we r e pre -multiplied by the 
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Leontieff matrix to y ield direct plus indirect va l ue added per million 
dolla r s of output. To obtain the va l ue added pe r acre feet of water, 
the va lue a dd ed coeff i c ients were divided by the water use coefficients 
on a per sector basis. The r esulta nt quotients showing direct plus 
indirect value added per acre feet were ranked from the high es t to 
lowest with the three agriculture sectors being the lowest. Direct va lue 
added per acre f eet of wat er was a lso computed and ranked . A compari son 
of the two sets of rankings show t hat most of the processing sectors 
change in relative position to one anothe r, but the agricultural sectors 
remain a t the bottom. 
Anothe r study using some of the t echn ique s of input-output models 
was conduct ed by Jansma and Back (1946 ). Several small dams had been 
cons truct ed in Roger Mills County, Oklahoma, for flood prevention. 
Jansma a nd Back derived an 11-sector model of the County using bank 
clearances fo r their bas i c data to de rive the necessa ry inter-industry 
f l ows . A $100,000 increa s e in agricultural production was then asswned. 
This was then traced throughout the whol e economy . The result s show that 
fo r ever y $100,000 increase in agricultura l product ion, $85,997 represents 
the initia l (direct) gross receipts to farme rs and a swn of $14,003 
r epr e s enting the fa rm sector 1 s share of gross receipts arising f rom 
multiplier (indirect) effects. Further, for every $1.00 increase in 
agricultural production, gross county income goes up by $2 .07, r epresent-
ing a multiplier for the agricultural sector of 2.07. 
Two input-output studies were conducted a t Colorado State in 1962 
(Tsao , 1962) and 1964 (Goode, 1964) . Both studies used essential l y the 
same mode l. The study conducted by Tsao was a critical rev i ew of input-
output ana l ys is a s a tool for regional wa t er development eva luations . 
A 10-sector, closed system, input-output model was derived and income 
multipliers estimated for the eight supply sectors. These multipliers 
ranged f rom 10.73 fo r livesto ck to 1.16 for retail. 
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The study by Goode broke the crops and livesto ck sectors of Tsao's 
study into more detailed sectors. The crops sector was broken into the 
11 separate crops grown in the a rea . The livestock sector was broken 
into seven types of l ivestock operations. Further modifications in the 
remaining sectors were made r esulting in a 25-sector model. 
The cropping pattern before and afte r the building of the Colorado-
Big Thompson Project was determined and changes in acreages for each 
crop noted. The increased or decreased production per crop was multiplied 
by that cro?s respective multiplier . These results were then summed to 
determine the increase in gross income as a result of the project. This 
increase in income was then divided by the total amount of water made 
avai lable by the project. This procedu r e yielded $27.35 of new business 
genera ted and $5 .66 of additional income to households per acre-foot of 
water made ava ilabl e by the project. 
THEORETICAL DISCUSSION 
The Indirect Benefits of an Increase 
in Irrigation Water 
The theoretical and empirica l problems associated with the measure-
ment of indirect benefits has caused considerab l e controversy among 
economists for a number of years . The criteria to be used when evaluating 
the worth of various proposed irrigation projects has caused much of this 
controversy. The var ious governmental agencies involved in project 
evaluations have often been in the middle of these discussions. The 
controversy between the agencies involved came to a head in January of 
1952. At that time the Federal Inter-Agency River Basin Committee, 
Subcomnittee on Benefits and Costs, issued a revised statement concerning 
the use of secondary benefits when evaluating irrigation projects . The 
majority report advocated that secondary benefits should not be used to 
justify fu ture proj ects. The Department of Interior dissented from the 
majority and issued a minority report advocating their continued use. 
Short l y after this controversy arose, a panel of independent con-
sultants were engaged t o study this problem (Report of Panel .• . to 
Strauss, 1952). In their report issued in June of the same year, the 
panel essentia lly stressed the viewpoint held by the majority. 
The ana lysis of this controversy shows that the viewpoint held by 
those a rguing for or against the inclusion of indirect benefits is often 
the cause of much of the misunderstanding that ex ists concerning their 
use. The existence of secondary benefits from a national point of view 
may be se riously questioned, a priori. Conversely, the existence of 
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secondary benefits when viewed f rom the local point of view is seldom 
questioned (Castle, Kelso, and Gardner, 1963). 
The l ack of a definite and precise goa l or reason for governmental 
resource development has contributed to the controversy concerning the 
decision whether secondary benefits should be used for the justification 
of projects. Such broad statements as, " Well being of all the people 
shall be the overriding determinant in considering the best use of water 
and related land resources," (Senate Document 1197, 1962) has opened the 
door for the possible justification of a t times opposing criteria. Such 
goals as economic efficiency and redistribution of income may be fully 
justified under such a broad statement and yet yield opposing views 
concerning future allocation actions. 
The advocates insisting that secondary benef i ts should not be included 
when justifying projects have been many (Ciriacy-Wantrup, 1954; Grant, 
1954, Gramm, 1958). Opposing views have been expressed stating that 
secondary benefits do exist and should be included in the justification 
of proposed projects (Report of Panel ••• to Budget, 1961; Tolley and 
Harrell, 1962). A very astute observation has been made that sums up 
some of the reasons why people have balked at the idea of including 
secondary benefits i n project justification. 
There is noth i ng inherently difficult about the idea of 
secondary benefits ; it is their vagueness, limitlessness, 
and insusceptibility to plausable estimation that makes 
them objectionable . The possibility of national secondary 
benefits can scar cely be denied; the argument used by some 
writers, that under conditions of full employment secondary 
benefits associated with a project can be cancelled by 
adverse effects elsewhere in the economy, seems purely a 
priori and applicable as well to primary benefits . • .• Never-
the less, the pursuit of national secondary benefits--as 
distinct from local benefits more readily identified, if not 
assessed--lies outside the real or realistic economic analysis 
and can be justified only by political necessity . (Hammond, 
1966 , p. 213) 
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This is probably the reason why Kelso, Clark, and Grant advocated that 
the procedure used by the Bureau of Rec l amation could continue to be 
used but only as a "rul e of thumb" (Report of Pane l ... to Straus, 1951). 
The theoretical basis for the possible existence of secondary bene-
fits will next be explored. Th i s will open the door to see why contra-
versies have existed among people concerned with water a llocation 
problems. 
Indi r ect benefits f rom a local or 
regional point of view 
The indirect benefits that accrue to an area as a result of the 
construction of an irrigation or multiple purpose project "stem from" 
and are "induced by" the project . "St ermning from" benefits accrue from 
the processing of goods produced by the project. An example might be the 
increase in net income of a sugar beet processing plant resulting from 
the grea ter avai l abi lity of beets because of an irrigation project. 
"Induced by" benefits result from the increased expenditures of producers 
of goods made possible by the project. A fertilizer dealer whose business 
is stimula t ed by the establi shment of a project might reap these benefits. 
The possibi lity of these benefit s accruing to an area or region is seldom 
questioned; therefo r e, l itt l e will be said about this problem. 
During the construction period of a project, primary and secondary 
indust ries expand production in order to fulfi ll the demand created by 
the gove rnment expend itur es in the area and from demand cr eated by an 
influx of people to that area . 
Afte r the project is completed, most of the people involved in the 
actua l construction of the project will move to o ther areas. However, 
a larger farming population wil l exist than existed before the project. 
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The intensity of the farming operation will a lso increase. Secondary 
business will have to be built or present businesses expanded in order to 
supply the demand for inputs needed for the new intensive farming pro-
cedur es . Agricultural productivity in the area will increase , creating 
higher income to the farmers in the area and to local comp l ementary 
industries. 
Kruti lla (1955) has pointed out , however, that the increased pro-
duction resulting from the project may not increase the income of primary 
industries under certain circumstances. If an inelastic demand for 
agricultural products is assumed, a decrease in total revenue may result, 
because any increase in production can be sold on l y at a mu ch lower price 
than existed befor e the project was const ructed. However, the possibility 
of one area increasing the total production of a nation, as large as the 
United States, enough to cause even a smal l decrease in the price of most 
crops seems quite unlikely. Furthermore, one justification of govern-
menta l investment in irrigation projects is the assumption of an 
increasing demand fo r the project's potential production (Margolis, 1957 ). 
Thus , if a price decrease does not take place, the return to the a rea 
wil l increase both to direct and indirect recipients and secondary 
benefits accrue to that area. 
Furthermore, it has been shown that the per capita costs of some 
social services (hospitals, education, a nd welfa r e) in the area declines 
afte r a project is built (Hartman and Seastone , 1966) . This imp l ies that 
this type of secondar y benefits acc rue to an area as a result of the 
construction of a project. 
It has been a r gued by some that the stabilization of a local economy 
and the deve lopment of underdeveloped areas may be a normative goal 
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establi shed by a society (To ll ey and Harre ll, 1926; McKean, 1958; Foly, 
1954). If the above mentioned goa l s are the goals of society, certainly 
direct and indir ect benefits accrue to the area in which a project has 
been built, becau se t he a lternative earnings of local resources would be 
near z e ro. 
One o f t he strongest evidence s demonstra ting tha t secondary benefits 
accrue to an area is to examine various projects that have been built by 
the gove rnment in the pa s t. One familia r with economic development 
readily recognizes that secondary benefits have acc rued to the areas 
r ece i ving water f rom reclamation projects a lrea dy built. A review of 
efforts to measure these benefit s is included in the r eview of l iterature 
section of this thesis. 
Indirect benefits from the 
national point of view 
The possibl e ex istence of indirect benef i ts resul ting from a project 
are very important in trying to eva luate the worth of different projects. 
Under what conditions indirec t be nefits can accrue becomes a very 
important questi on to project planners. 
The possibility of indirect benefits accruing to the nation during 
times o f depre s sion depends upon whether these benefits a re "induced by" 
or " s tem from" the proj ect involved. 
Benefits "stennning from" a proj ec t 
during times of economic depression 
Since "stemming from" benefits are de fi ned as originating f rom the 
proce ssing stages of production, s econdary benefits "stemming from11 a 
project are likely to be very sma ll or negative during times of economic 
depression. As increased output reaches processors, prices wou l d tend 
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to be driven downward and profits decrease if the price decrease was large 
enough and the processors were operating near or on the inelastic portion 
of their demand, If the gove rnment was fo llowing a policy of price 
supports, increased production from a project would prec lud e any "stem-
ming from" benefits if the production was sold directly to the govern-
ment . If the government purchased processed goods, however, "induced" 
benefits may be incurred, but no 11 stermning from11 benefits which raise 
national income would accrue since the commodit y ends up in storage 
(Eckstein, 1958, p. 208) . 
Benefits "induced by" a proj ect during 
times of economic depress ion 
The typical Keynesian solution to e limina t e a depression is to 
increase government spending; therefore, secondary bene fits "induced by" 
a project may be quit e l arge . 
"Induced 1 ' benefits may accrue to an economy if the gove rnment is 
following a price support policy. Under a price support policy, as 
increased output reaches the market, government purcha ses incr ease which 
set off multipli e r effects throughout the economy, which put idle resources 
back to work. It is like l y , however, that "induced" benefits will be 
small f rom the operation of a project if there is no price support 
program, because increased payments to farmers assoc i ated with the pro-
ject a re likely to displace payments to fa rmers in other a reas during 
times of economic depression. 
Margolis (1951) has pointed out that the construction of projects 
is likely to be a poor eliminator of cyclical unemployment due to the 
long construction period associated with project development . However, 
t he benefits, that might acc rue to the nation as a proj ect is constructed 
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during a trough in business activi ty, may be very great. Therefore, 
secondary benefits may ve ry reasonably be counted during the construction 
period o f a project when the economy is experiencing a depression or 
major recession . 
Benefits "induced by" a project 
during times of ful l employment 
The possibility of secondary benefits accruing to the national 
economy during periods of full employment and inflation also depends upon 
whether these benefits "stem from" or a re 11 induced by" the project. 
The possibility of benefits being "induced by" a project during 
periods of full employment is quite unlikely. In fact, these benefits 
may be negative if the increased production increases the demand for 
inputs enough to add additional inflationary pressure to the economy. 
During the construction of a project, inflationary pressure will be felt 
as inputs are bid away from other employment in order for the construction 
of a project to take place. These negative benefits may be so large that 
the construction of the project may be unfeasible. During the period of 
operation of the project, "induced11 benefits may also be negative or at 
least very small. 
Benefits "stermning from•• a project 
during times of ful l employment 
Secondary benefits "stemming from" a project may be great during 
periods of full employment. The increased production resulting from the 
project may alleviate some of the inflationary pressure, thus secondary 
benefits would be positive. If additional inputs are needed for this 
production to take place, net secondary benefits 11 stermning f rom" a 
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project will be smaller than if the increased production was produced 
with no increase in the number of inputs purchased. 
It has been further noted by Kimball and Cas tle (1963) that in-
f lation in the United States has not been accompanied by a shortage of 
agricultural products. This may e liminate the possibility of secondary 
benefits accruing to the nation, because the infl ationary pressure that 
exists during periods of full emp loyment would not be eased by an in-
crease in agricultural products. 
Benefits "stemming from" a project 
during time s of economic balance 
The possibility of secondary benefits accruing to the nation becomes 
vague and hard to analyze when the economy is nearly in "balance." 
During these periods, employment of resources is relatively high a nd 
little inflationary pressure exists . 
In order for "stemming from" benefits to acc rue to the nation 
during times of economic balance, the earnings of the factors of pro-
duction must be greater if used to process the project's production than 
the earnings they would have rece ived in their next best alternative use. 
If mobility of a ll the factors of production is assumed, "stemming from" 
benefits may not accrue to the project . If these factors are to be 
employed to process the project's production, they must be bid away from 
a lternative employments. This would bid up the price of these inputs, 
and thus the net returns to the economy of this increasing input price 
may be greater than the increased r eturns from the project, and any 
secondary benefits would be negative. 
If the mobility of resources can be partially denied, however, 
"s t emming from" benefits may accrue to the economy by eliminating pockets 
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of unemployed or unde remployed r esources . Und er these circums t ances, the 
a l te rnative ea rnings of the facto r s of production in the a r ea of the 
pro j ect will be low. Furthe rmore, factors of production would not have 
to be bid away fr om other employment. The r e turn to society of more fully 
employing its resources by building a project would be posit ive . However, 
it may be more efficient to make the immobile factors mor e mobile than to 
fu lly employ them at their presen t location (Margolis, 1957 ). 
"Stennning from" benefits ca n a lso acc ru e to the nation when output 
prices ar e not competitively set and process ors a re able to ea rn monopo l y 
profits (Eckstein, 1961). 
" Stemming from" benefits could be l arge and quite possible if 
economies of scale occur as agricultura l production increases (Margolis, 
1951). Economies of scale associated with increased agricultura l pro-
duction may occur for any one of the r easons that follow. 
Agr i cultura l produ c tion in the West is very spo r atic if irrigation 
is impossible. If a reasonably r e liable supply of irrigation water i s 
made avai lable to "dry farm" operators, production will increase and 
remain rela tive l y stable. The secondary benefits accruing to processors 
could be grea t, f or pla nts would be built and operated at near capaci t y 
every yea r instead of idle capacity ex i st ing during l ean years. However, 
t he cropping pattern followed by farmers will probably change. This will 
hurt some proce ssors but help others; neverthe less, the seasonal 
s tability that irrigation give s to the economy will tend t o improve the 
c ircums t ances fac ing the lo ca l area . Furthermore, a larger populous 
could be supported by a given l and a rea af t e r the construc tion of a 
project. 
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Margolis (1957) points out that one major source of external 
e conomics is the growth of the market. If a l ocal market grows enough 
to support an optimum sized plant and thus eliminates importation of 
manufactured goods with their associated high transportation costs, in-
direct benefits may accrue to the nation . Externa l economies may also 
occur if transportation faci liti es are more effic iently utilized as 
production increases after the construct ion of a project. 
Benefits 11 induced by11 a project 
during times of economic balance 
Indirect benefits "induced by" a project may be nil when the economy 
is near balance. Government expenditures "inducing" secondary benefits 
will have alternative earnings in other employment which also causes 
indirect benefits. Only if the secondary benefits gained from investing 
in a project are greater than the secondary benef its from an alternative 
investment will the nation receive a net increase in secondary benefits. 
Certainly, as people start to eva l uate the worth of a project, the 
possibility of secondary benefits accruing to the economy should be 
evaluated. If secondary benefits are to be considered when judging the 
worth of alternative projects, they should be put in proper perspective. 
Furthermore, the possibility of net secondary benefits accruing to the 
economy if the money is invested in one project versus an alternative 
investment should also be evaluated and weighed, A comparison of "total 
benefits to project costs plus secondary benefits foregone ' (Haver, 1955, 
p. 13) is certainly a relevant and perplexing eva l uation for those in 
administrative authority. 
The above discussion has indicated that each project must be 
evaluated individua l ly before definite statements concerning the 
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possibility of secondary benefits accruing to the nation can be made. 
This is probably one reason why some advocate that secondary benefits 
should not be included when justifying the construction of a project. 
However, mos t of these advocates recognize that secondary benefits can 
accrue to the nation. Therefore, a procedure has been developed that 
advocates the inclusion of secondary benefits if justi fiab l e. However, 
the reasons for their inclusion are to be exp licit l y stated and a 
separate benefit-cost rat io computed (Senate Document #97, 1962) . This 
procedure opens the door for objective eva luat ion and reasonable justi-
fication of proposed projects. 
The Transfer of Water from Agricultural Production 
to Some Other Specified Uses 
The demand for present and futu r e supplies of water is growing and 
causing concern over the a llocation of the nation's water supply . Water 
that has historically been used in agricultural production is being 
demanded by municipalities, industry, and competing farmers. 
It is generally agreed that water is presently not being transferred 
f rom agricultural production to other users to a very large extent . 
However, as the demand for water continues to increas e, the transfer of 
water from agricultural production to industries, municipalities, and 
other competing farmers may take place at a much higher rate than at 
present. The reason the rate of transfer may increase in the future is 
due not only to increasing demands f rom competing users, but it may also 
be justi fied from an economic standpoint, given present demands for water. 
If water is more va luabl e to one user than ano ther , it has been 
contended that water should be transferred from the low value user to 
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the high value user (Fullerton, 1965; Hirshleifer, DeHaven, and Milllman , 
1960; Gardner, 1966). This approach to water transfer justification 
is commonly known as the criteria of economic efficiency or the principle 
of equimarginal value in use. 
Economic efficiency is genera lly accepted as a reasonable criteria 
for allocating resources of various types between users . The following 
discussion may help clarify why this criteria efficiently allocates 
resources (such as water) between two or more direct users. 
Suppose user "A" (as illustrated i.n Figure 1-a) has been a llocated a 
total of 10 acre feet of water and the marginal (last unit received) acre 
foot has a value in use of $30, i.e., the last foot allocated to "A" added 
$30 to his tota l revenue. User "B" (illustrated in Figure l-b) has been 
al l ocated 20 acre feet with a value of the marginal acre foot equal to 
$10. Under these circumstances, "B11 would sell an acre foot of water when-
eve r the price was over $10, and "A" would buy an acre foot anytime the 
price was less than $30. Thus, water would be transferred from "Br: to "A11 
unless restrictions existed preventing such a transfer. If water continues 
to be transferred from 11 811 to ''A'', "B11 would demand more money to give up 
an additional unit, and 11A11 would pay less and less in order to obtain an 
additional unit. The marginal value product (MVP) (the amount added t o 
total revenue by employing one more unit of input or the decrease in 
total revenue caused by employing one less unit of input) of "B" is 
incr easing as the MVP of "A" is decreasing , Water would be transferred 
from "B" to "A" until the marginal acre foot transferred has the same 
value to each user . This transfer would make both users better off, 
because "B" has been able to sell his water for more than he would have 
received had he used it , and 11A11 has received returns from each acre foot 
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purchased gr eater than the cost of obtaining these increments of water. 
Furthermore, the total return to water has increased due to this transfer . 
Economi c studies have shown that the MVP of water used to produce 
agricultural products is relatively low. Unde r the criteria of economic 
efficiency, water should be transferred from agricultural production to 
some other use having a higher MVP. If this type of transfer is to take 
place, three types of problems need to be considered in detail. First, 
what will be the effect upon agricultura l production as water is 
transferred to some other use . Second, what effect will this transfer 
have on second and third parties. The third problem which will not be 
discussed in this thesis is concerned with the effect this type of 
t rans fer will have on water quality or pollution. 
The impact upon agricultural production of water 
transferred from agriculture to ano ther use 
Water is a constraining input in the production of agricultural 
products. As water is transferred from agriculture, production will 
decrease. This decrease in production causes the value of the marginal 
acre foot of water used in agr i cu lture to increase in va lue . This is 
illustrated in Figure 1-b . Conversely, as water is given to a new use, 
the margina l ac re foot decreases in value and total production by that 
use increases. This is illustrated in Figure 1-a . 
The reasons why a decrease in agricultural production will take 
place as water is transferred from agriculture becomes important in 
trying to evaluate what impa ct this will have on the economy. Agricultural 
production will decrease for one or a combination of the following three 
reasons: 
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First, the yie ld per ac re of crops grown wi ll decrease as water is 
taken f rom agricultural production. Crops such as alfalfa, whi ch have a 
nearly straight line production function (one variabl e input--water ) 
within a given range (Soil Conservation Service, 1966) will no t have as 
l arge a decrease in production when water is withdrawn a s crops with a 
curvilinear production function . (The slope of the cur vi linear function 
is assumed to be greater than the slope of the straight line production 
function.) 
The decrease in the y i eld of some crops will be so great a s to 
e liminate them from consideration both from the biologica l a nd economi c 
a sp ects of production. These crops, a s illustrated in Figure 2, generally 
have a r e l atively short second stage of production. As water is trans-
ferre d from the production of these types of crops , total production 
diminishes rapidly. Crops having this type of production function 
generally have high demands for water during certain periods of time. 
One such time , a s exempli f ied in the production of peas, is the irrigat ion 
when the peas are nearing maturity . If water is not appl ied a t this time 
or is app lied in an insufficient amount, the crop can become nearly 
worthless . Suga r beets, canning corn, and potatoes are some other c rops 
that have cruc ial water periods. It should be noted that crops with 
crucial wat er periods generally are high value crops. Thus, as these 
crops are e liminated from the production possibi lities of the farm, total 
farm revenue may decrease rapidly. 
If a limited quantity of water is taken f rom agricultural production, 
crops such as peas, beets, and potatoes ma y cont inue to be grown despite 
high water needs during critical periods. Their production could be 
assured by taking water from other crops such as alfalfa and pasture 
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during crucial periods of production. Thus, the decrease in the value o f 
total farm production would not be as great as if these high cash crops 
were eliminated . 
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Figure 2. Total value production function 
The second reason why t otal farm product i on may decrease is that 
the total ac r es cropped may decline. The nature of some farm i ng areas 
and farms necessitates the existence of a strict cropping pattern t o 
keep such things as erosion under control. Thus, as water is taken from 
production in these a r eas , some lands will be allowed to either erode or 
be planted into low return crops such as grasses. As water is taken from 
agriculture, the r e may not be enough water left to be spread over a s many 
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acres as were previously irrigated. Marginal lands would, therefore, be 
e liminated from the irrigated crop pattern. 
The third and perhaps the most important reason why agriculture 
production will decrease as water is taken away is due to a change in 
the cropping pattern that has historically been followed. Goode (1964) 
cited an unpublished study by the Economic Research Service that indicated 
yields did not change as water was made avai l ab le to farmers from the 
construction of the Colorado-Big Thompson p~oject in Colorado, but the 
cropping patterns followed by these farmers did change. 
As has been previously mentioned, some crops may be eliminated from 
the irrigated cropping pattern due to unavailability of water during 
certain crucial periods of time . Furthermore, many crops such as sugar 
beets, that are heavy water users, generally have high variable costs of 
production. As water is taken f rom Agriculture, the yie ld of these crops 
may be adverse l y affected. If the yield of these crops diminishes, the 
variab l e costs of production may not be covered . Thus, the production 
of crops with high variable costs may be unprofitable as yields decrease. 
In addi t ion, the risks associated with some of these crops may become so 
high as to eliminate them from consideration in the cropping pattern. 
One would hypothesize that as water is withdrawn from agr iculture, 
the cropping pattern established would be concentrated towards crops 
yie lding high returns. However, erosion control, rotation patterns, high 
risks, and crucial water periods may cause farmers to produce fewer cash 
crops. Fa rmers may find it more profitable to grow crops such as alfalfa, 
pasture, and grains to be fed to animals in order to keep returns high 
rather than attempt to grow high value cash crops with a limited supply 
of water. Farmers may also fi nd it profitable to grow l ower value crops 
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which require sma ll amounts of labor if the water transferred f r om 
agriculture causes sufficient industrial employment to induce farmers to 
seek off-farm employment. 
As water is transferred from agriculture in one area, the annual 
returns to farmers in that area wil l decrease sign i ficantly, unless some 
technological innovations are put into practice which more efficiently 
use the available water supplies. If production decreases in the area 
invo l ved in the transfer enough to significantly affect the market and 
if the demand for these products is relatively inelastic, income to 
farmers in other areas may increase. Thus, a transfer of water from 
agriculture to another use may cause a redistribution of income between 
farmers of the nation's economy . 
The redistribution of income and its effect upon the economy becomes 
complex as farmers are paid for water transferred to another use or user. 
These payments may intensify the farming operation . This intensification 
may be profitable because capital wil l be available so that fertilizers, 
etc ., may be app lied more intensively. If water payments are used for 
persona l consumption , however, the economy may not be affected as much as 
if they were used in production, especially if farmers have a low margina l 
propensity to consume and thus save a l arge percent of their i ncreased 
income . However, if total income within the economy is raised, multiplier 
effects would be set in motion which would be beneficial to the economy. 
This increased income will result by increasing the return of water to 
society. 
As one tries to evaluate what wil l happen to agricultural production 
as water is transferred, many variables and unknowns become pertinent and 
difficult to eva luate. Everything that could happen cannot be predicted 
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with certa inty. However, these problems are beginning to receive greater 
attention from economic theorists and practitioners. 
The secondary effects of a transfer of water 
from agriculture to some other specified use 
Most of what has been written concerning these problems, until 
recently, is contained in the book Water Supply by Hirschliefer, DeHaven, 
and Milliman (1960) . Hartman and Seastone have recently added to this 
discussion (1963, 1965a , 1965b, 1965c, 1966). The discussions of these 
men wi ll serve as a basis to build upon in the analysis that fo llows. 
Before delving into this problem further, it becomes necessary to 
specify some of the assumptions that will be used in the analysis that 
follows . These assumptions are: (1) perfect competition in all markets, 
(2) mobility of the factors of production, and (3) a near full employment 
economy. It is further assumed that water is a constraining input in the 
production process. 
The transfer of water from agr iculture to ano ther use can have 
hydrologic as well as economi c secondary effects. 
The secondary hydrologic effects of a transfer 
of water from agriculture to some other use 
The return of water to society may decline if downstream users are 
adverse l y affected by the transfer of water from agriculture. If farmers 
occupied position "A" in Figure 3 and an a lternative user was located in 
position "C11 , water users in position "B" would be adversely affected by 
a transfer of water from "A" to "C11 • 
Water that had been withdrawn but not consumptively used by "A" could 
be used by "B" before a transfer occurred. If water was transferred from 
"N' to "C", however, the re-use of water by "B" wou ld be hampered and 
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these users would be adversely affected. Thus, the return of water to 
society may be negative if this transfer is allowed to take place. 
River or Stream 
Figure 3. Allocation diagram 
If water was transferred from user 11 C11 (agriculture in this case) 
to user 11 A11 as illustrated in Figure 3, the return of water to the 
economy could be significantly positive. Under these circumstances, not 
only would the alternative user increase production, but downstream 
users "B'' and 11 C11 would be ab le to use much of the water not consumptively 
used by "A". Thus, the hydro logic probl ems of transfer need to be con-
sidered when a transfer of a flow resource such as water is being con-
sidered . 
Some secondary economic effects of a 
transfer of water from agricu l t ure to 
An agricultural related industry. As water is transferred from 
agricultura l production to an agricultura l related industry, agricultural 
production will decrease in the lo ca l area . This decrease in production 
may adversely affect the industry receiving the water if that industry 
depends heavily upon agricultural production in the area to provide its 
raw materials. Under these circumstances, the increased production 
expected by increasing the water supply to the industry may be more than 
offset by the effec t of a decrease in raw materials. Thus, the returns 
of water to the economy could decline. 
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Society may gain if water is transferred to an agriculturally related 
industry which has been earning monopoly profits. A firm that acts like 
a monopoly will find that in order to sell the add itional output, 
resulting f rom the increase in water, it will have to lower the price of 
all its production . The indust r y may do this readily if the increased 
water has lowered some of the costs of production by making the production 
process more efficient . Thus, society would be ab l e to purchase more 
goods at a lower price. 
A non-agricultural related industry. The transfer of water from 
agr iculture to an industry such as oi l shale processing may take pla ce in 
the future as these demands become firmly established. If water is trans-
ferred to an industry which r equires inputs different from those required 
by agriculture, secondary business within the l oca l economy may be 
adverse ly affected. As agricultura l production decreases, fewer inputs 
will be purchased. This will decrease the profits of businesses that 
have been providing inputs to agriculture. Businesses which have been 
processing agricultural production will also experience a decline in 
profits as a decrease in agri cultura l production takes place . This will 
free i nputs such as labor and capital so that they might be employed by 
businesses that provide inputs to and process the production of the 
industry r ece iving transfe rred water. The ne t e ffect upon the economy 
of a transfer may be negative if the r eturn to those businesses which 
previously serviced agricultural production declined more than the new 
businesses increased. The decline in the profits of businesses dependent 
on agricu l tur e may be so great that they can no l onge r be profitably 
operated. This would, in turn, adverse l y affect agricultural production 
and may e liminate a ll economic activity associated with agriculture with-
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in the area of the transfer. If the transfer of water involved this type 
of an effect, one can easi l y see how an area 1 s economy would decline 
especially if some factors of production were immobile or could not find 
sufficient employment elsewhere within the economy. 
The l oca l economy could experience an increase in economic activity 
if water is transferred f rom agricultura l to some other industry, however. 
Increased economic activity may be caused by the development of a new 
farming area that can easi l y be serviced by present secondary industries 
or if water is transferred upstream and thus a large return f low is 
ava ilable for agr i cultural production. Furthermore , the industry in 
question may have a l a r ge impact upon the economy. If the industry 
invo l ved a great deal of processing, inputs might be more profitably 
employed in that i ndus try and its secondary industries than in agri-
cultural l y related emp l oyment . 
All of the preceding problems involve a redistribution of income 
of some type. Each type of transfer would have different redistribution 
problems. These would have to be evaluated for each transfer, especia lly 
if farmers were paid for the water that was transferred . These distri-
bution probl ems probabl y will have significant effects upon second and 
th ird parties depending upon who received gains or losses in income. 
Furthermore, the economy would be a dversely affec ted by these re-
distribution problems if the total return of water to society declined. 
It has been stressed previously (see p. l) that the principal of 
equimarginal returns should be used to a llocate water between users. 
However, the above discussion has pointed out some of the difficulties 
that this principal might advocate if one viewed a lternative users as 
11 single11 users of the resource. It is, therefore, reasoned that if water 
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is to be optimal l y a llocated, a lternative users must not be assumed to 
be ind ependent users of the resource so that the secondary economic 
effec ts will be taken into consideration in the justificat ion of a 
possible change in the a llocat ion of an avai l ab le water supply. When 
users are viewed in this manner, decisions to transfer water be tween 
a lternative users may be significantly different than they wou ld have 
been if the users were viewed as independent users of the resource . 
Thus, the impact of a transfer upon the whole economy, not just the 
ind i vidual parties involved in the transfer, must be eva luated before an 
efficient allocation can take pl ace. 
EMPIRICAL TECHNIQUE 
Input - Output Ass umptions and Eva luation 
Since input-output analysis was first proposed by Leontief, its us e 
has continued to grow. At the present time, the popularity of this 
method is reflected by the number of input-output tables tha t have been 
constructed . Most of the count rie s in the world today have made input-
output t ables for their economy . Most economists are familiar with the 
wide use of these models as predictive tools for national economies. 
Smalle r economies such as states, river basins and sub-basins, and even 
counties have developed input-output tables. 
The wide use of input-output analysis has brought about t he writing 
of a l ar ge vo lume of l iterature concerning the theory, use, and objections 
of input-output analysis as a n analyti ca l tool. Input-output a nalysis is 
a branch of econometrics . Therefore , mo s t of what has been written 
contains a l arge amount of mathematics. However, within the past two 
yea rs, two books have been published which "water down" much of the 
mathemati cs and exp lain input-output analysis in relatively simple terms 
(Meirnyk, 1965; United Nations, 1966). For those with a good background 
in mathematics or those desiring a firm understanding of input-output 
ana lysis, the books by Chenery a nd Clark (1959) and Dorfman, Samue lson, 
a nd So low (1958) a re highly recommended . Two excellent criticisms of 
input -output ana lysis have been written and are , therefore, recommended 
in that light (Dorfman, 1954; Nationa l Bureau of Economic Research, 1955) . 
Mos t of the practical probl ems associat ed with the construc tion of an 
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input-output table are discussed thoroughly by Evans a nd Hoffenberg 
(1952). 
With these and other exce ll en t re ferences readily ava ilabl e to 
interested students , this writer will not discuss the theory of nor 
define ma ny of the familiar t e rms used in input-output ana l ysis . However, 
the assumpt i ons of input-output ana l ysis and their pertinence to thi s 
s tudy need to be discussed in detail. 
The as sumptions of input-output analysis 
The basic assumptions of input-output ana l ys is as stated by Chenery 
and Cl a rk (1959) are: 
Each commodity (or group of commodities) is supplied by 
a singl e industry or sector of produc tion. 
The inputs purchased by each sector are a func tion only 
of the l eve l of output of that s ector. 
The total effect of carrying on several typ es of pro-
duction is the sum of the sepa rat e effects . (Chenery a nd 
Clark, 1959, p. 33-34) 
The sector concept 
This assumpt ion i s basically a problem of industry aggregat ion. 
When an input-output model is be ing put together, industries having the 
same inputs and output should be put together such that there is uni-
formity within the sector. 
This assumption is restrictive and has caused criteria to be set up 
for the reasonable aggregation o f indu s tries within a sector (Chenery and 
Cl a rk, 1959 , p. 36) . However, most writers contend that the error 
introduced into the mode l by vio l ating this assump tion will be very 
sma ll. Care should be taken to keep the e rror as small as possible, 
however. 
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It is noted by some writers that large aggregations tend to cancel 
out any errors that may be introduced by poor aggregation s . There is 
evidence that small input-output models (5-7 sectors) do not serious l y 
violate this assumpt ion. 
There has been some empirica l work done concerning the error intra-
duced by violating this assumption. These studies substantiate the 
hypothesis that this error is small. Therefore, this assumption will 
have li tt l e pertinence to this study. 
The input func tion 
The input func tion or production function assumed by input-output 
ana l ys is is by far the most widely written about objection to input-
output ana lysis. This assumption basically states that the input r at ios 
or technological coeff i cients ar e constant. It has been pointed out by 
Chenery and Cl ark that if this assumption is str ictly held, it den i es 
fou r implications which seem to be gene r ally accep ted as observab l e facts. 
First , it implies that a ll inputs a r e uniformly affec t ed 
by a change in the scale of production, thus i gnoring the time 
honored distinct i on between fixed and variable inputs and 
between short and long-run. Second, it assumes that industries 
can be cl ass ified sufficiently fine l y to e liminate multi-
product industries whose input - structures wou l d be affected 
by changes in the product mix of their outputs. Third, it 
means that economizing substitutions among inputs due to 
changes in relative prices or avai l abi li ties are of neg ligible 
importance. Finally , it implies that technological changes in 
input structures are sufficient l y rare and slow that they can 
be either dis regarded or adjusted in simp l e fashion. (Chenery 
and Cl a rk, 1959, p. 157 -158) 
These objections are so fundamental that some have rej ected input-
output analysis before looking any deeper . The more important of thes e 
objections wil l be discussed in detail to see how they affect this and 
other input-output studies. 
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Uni formity of coefficients over time. The implication that as out-
put increases a ll inputs a re uniforml y affected , app ears to deny a n 
impor tant observable fact. This is particula rly tru e in the short run. 
Historically, economic theory contends that as output is increased, some 
fac tors of production cannot be varied . Typ i ca l exampl es are buildings, 
ma chinery, and l a nd. 
This imp li cation has particular signi ficance when water i s ass umed 
to be a basic input. Under exist ing l aws i n many areas, impediments 
exist that prevent the transfer of wat e r between users. Thus, as the 
demand for goods from one sector increases, production may not be able 
to incr ease because additional water cannot be obtained. Furthermor e , 
if it could be obtained, it could probably be purchased only at a higher 
price. This increase in pri ce would affect the technologica l coeffic i ent s 
(aij ' s). 
Cl assif i cat ion criteria. The c l assification of sectors has been 
di scus sed under the f ir st assumption and found to be a minor objec t ion 
to input-output analysis. 
Substitution of inputs. The denial of the possibility of substituting 
inputs as the price or availabilit y of t he inputs change is most often 
obj ec t ed to implica tion of the input f unction assumption . Once again , 
serious obj ec tions can be raised from basic economic theory. Rational 
business operators will change the mix of resources used as the respective 
prices o f inputs change. This criteria can be expressed a l gebra i ca lly as 
MPP(x) 
P(x) !:!lliYl P(y) 
tlPP(n) 
P(n) · 
This is known as the l east cost comb ina tion of resources; that is, the 
margina l physica l product (MPP) of a dollar's worth of one resource is 
equal to the MPP of a dollar ' s worth of every other resource . 
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This implication may not have a great deal of pertinence to water 
prob l ems, for the price of water does not change very rapidly under 
present al l ocation laws. If water was allowed to be transferred, however, 
changes in the price of avai lable water supplies may change drastically 
over short intervals of time. Furthermore , price changes of other inputs 
could just as eas ily change, thus violating one of the assumptions of 
input-output analys is. 
Technologica l change . The final implication implies that tech-
nological change occurs so slowl y that changes in input structur e can be 
den ied or ad justed easily. This implication is very similar to the sub-
stitutability objec tion discussed above . If technological change occurred 
rapid l y, the MPP of some inputs could easily increase as the price of that 
input rema ined nearly constant, Thus, more of that input would be used 
under traditional theory. The importance of this impl ication may be 
smal l if techno logica l change occurs slowly. However, if technological 
changes occu r rapidly, this implication may become very impor tant and 
once again deny one of the assump tions of input -output analysis. 
Additivity assumpt ion 
This assumpt ion basically rules out the possibility that externa l 
economies or diseconomies will occur as output is expanded. This may not 
be a very ob j ec tionable assumption. Many economists feel that economies 
and diseconomies of sca l e do not occur rapidly nor very often. However, 
this is ce r tainl y a controversial va lue judgment . 
The implications of this assumption when app lied to water problems 
may be very objectionable, however. If economies of scale occur as a 
project is built and water made ava ila ble, secondar y benefits will accrue 
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to the nation. Thus, if the possibility of external economies occurring 
is denied, one possible important source of secondary benefits is 
e 1 imina ted . 
An eva luation of input - output 
ana l ysis as an economic tool 
Dorfman, Samuelson, and So low (1958) have proposed a hypothesis that 
eliminat es the objection of the substitutability criterian. Their argu -
ment in brief form states that the a ij's a s first determined indicate the 
least cost combina tion of avai lable inputs. Furthermore , if the price 
of one input changes, the change will either be so small that the aij ' s 
will remain unaffected or that price of all inputs change at nearly the 
same rate . Thus, under both circumstances, the technological coefficients 
(aij's) remain essentially unchanged. 
If one makes the argument that no hypothesis or model should be 
judged upon the realism of its assumptions but upon its ability to exp l ain 
and predict happenings in the ~ea l world, input-output analysis remains 
as an excellent economic tool. Ve ry few models that have been proposed 
have had such c l ea r success as a predictor of future economic phenomenon. 
The strong predictive power of input - output ana l ys is cannot be denied. 
Part of the reason why these models have tended to be good predictors is 
due to the tendency of the coe ff icients to compensate errors that might 
occur. However, it is readi ly recognized that input-output ana l ys is is 
by no means a perfect predictor but only a f irst approximation that has 
come closer to predicting r ea lity than nearly any other type of mod e l 
present l y in use. For an excel l en t evalua tion of input-output ana l ysis 
see (Nationa l Bureau of Economic Research, Conference on Research in 
Income and Wea lth, 1955 , Input - Output Ana l ysis: An Appraisal). 
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Test -Areas 
The existence of two input-output models indicated which areas wou ld 
be studied . These models are found in the Appendix, Tab l es 8-13. The 
model used to study Utah was published by the Bureau of Economic and 
Business Research at the University of Utah (Bradley, 1967) (see Appendix, 
Tab les 8-10). The model for Cache County, Utah, is the product of many 
painstaking hours of work by Dr. Reed Durtschi at Utah State University 
(see Appendix , Tables 11 - 13) . 
These two models re f l ect much of the interest of water planners, in 
that most of the concern that has been expressed is either on a state-
wide or river basin level . The importance of a "State Water Plan'' is 
emp hasized by Ga rdner (1966) in a r ecen t publication. However, emphasis 
on the state l eve l should not preclude studies at the river basin l eve l . 
Both l eve ls of planning a r e impor t ant if reasonable decisions are to be 
made. 
Utah 
Income coeffic i ents 
Income coefficien ts were determined for each sector, which show the 
amo unt of income paid to households per thousand dollars of output. 
These coefficients were determined by dividing the household payments 
by the total sales of each sector . 
Water coefficients 
Water coefficients were determined fo r each sector. These coeffi-
cients show the amount of water used per thousa nd dollars of sales f or 
each sector (Table 1). 
Tab l e 1. Di rect income per acre foot of water use, Utah 
Sector 
1. Crop s and others 
2. Dairy and poultry 
3. Livestock 
4 . Metal 
5 . Coal 
6. Petroleum and na tura l gas 
7 . No n-metal 
8. Building--general contractor 
9. Other than building 
10 . Special trades 
11. Ordnance a nd transportat ion 
equipment (def.) 
12. Food 
13. Text iles 
14 . Lumber and wood 
15. Printing and publishing 
16 . Chemicals 
17. Stone, cl ay , and gl ass 
18 . Primary meta ls 
19. Fabri cated metals and 
machine ry 
20 . Mi scel l aneous manufa cturing 
21. Rai l 
22 . Communi cat ion 
23 . El ec tric ity, natural gas , 
and san itat ion 
24 . Other transportation 
25. Wholesa l e , durable 
26 . Whol esa l e, non-durable 
27. Gener a l r etail 
28 . Food r eta il 
29. Auto and gaso line retai l 
30 . Ea ting and drinking retail 
31. Miscellaneous reta il 
32. F.I.R.E! 
33. Hote l a nd lodging 
34 . Repairs and persona l services 
35. Business and related 
pro fe ssional service 
36. Movies, amusement, and 
re creat ion 
37. Nonprofit organizations 
38. Medical and health 
39. Ed ucat ion 
aFinance Insurance Real Esta t e . 
Coeff i cients 
Water use 
70. 58000 
.05025 
.10555 
.19900 
.19900 
.19900 
. 19900 
. 00140 
.00140 
.00140 
.01467 
.75519 
.00438 
.00 393 
.00212 
. 23569 
. 09080 
.11186 
.00523 
.05105 
.021 23 
. 02123 
.02123 
.0 2123 
.012 37 
.012 37 
.01 237 
.01237 
.01237 
.01237 
.01237 
.02123 
.02123 
.02123 
. 02123 
.02123 
.02123 
.0212 3 
.02123 
Income 
342.65 
249.12 
173 . 80 
306.2 5 
490 .02 
115.00 
412 .35 
21 5. 72 
307.92 
430.03 
312.19 
210 .62 
379.67 
368.26 
408.10 
194.69 
364.46 
215 .53 
331.98 
254.64 
501. 52 
388.54 
340.81 
514.29 
154.97 
106.87 
215. 21 
123 .46 
142 . 21 
362.34 
231.7 3 
577.01 
393.75 
552.91 
589.75 
274.89 
318.51 
614.01 
516.24 
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Income per 
acre foot of 
water use 
4.85 
4,957.61 
1,646 .61 
1,538.94 
2,462.41 
577.89 
2,072.11 
154,085. 71 
219,942.85 
307,164.28 
21,280 .85 
278 .89 
86,682 . 64 
93,704.83 
192,500 .00 
826.04 
401. 39 
1, 926 .78 
63 , 476 . 09 
4 ,988.05 
23,623.17 
18,301. 46 
16,053.23 
24,244.68 
12,527.89 
8,639.45 
17,397.74 
10,031. 69 
11,496 .36 
29,291.83 
18,733.23 
27,178.99 
18 ,546.87 
26 ,04 3 . 81 
27,779.09 
12,948.19 
15,002.83 
29,921.81 
24 ,316 .53 
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Sector 1. The 1959 census of agriculture records the number and 
kind of crops grown in Utah during that year. The water requirements of 
each crop was determined using the method proposed by Criddle, Harris, 
and Wil l ardson (1962). The water requirements for irrigated crops were 
multiplied by two (assuming 50 percent irrigation efficiency) and added 
to the consumptive use of crops not irriga t ed. It was assumed that a 
consumptive factor of 35.0 reflected the ave r age value for the State 
(see Cr iddle, Harris, and Willardson, 1962). The water requirements for 
al l crops, except pasture, were ad ded together . The water requirement 
of irrigated pasture was added to this total. The total amount of water 
required for the State was thus es timated to be approximately 5,366, 100 
acre feet. The total water requirements were divided by the total sales 
of the crops sector as shown in the Utah input-output f l ow table 
(Append i~ Table 8). It was determined that approximately 70.58 ac r e feet 
of water is required by agricu lture to product $1,000 worth of crops . 
Sectors 2 and 3. The number of animals within the state of Utah for 
1963 was determined (Christensen and Richards , 1967) . The n~~ber of each 
type of an ima l was then multiplied by the water required per anima l per 
year (MacKichan and Kammerer, 1961). The results show that dairy and 
poultry an imals required approximate l y 3,138 acre feet in 1963, and the 
other lives tock wi thin the State required 9 , 55 1 ac re feet . These water 
requirements were divided by the total sales of each sector as shown in 
the Utah input-output f l ow mod e l (Appendix, Table 8). 
Sectors 4 , 5 , 6, 7 , 11, 12, 13, 14 , 16, 18, 19, and 20. In 1961 the 
water requirements of the manufacturing industries within the State were 
determined by a group at the University of Utah (Harline et al. 1961). 
The water requirements of each manufacturing sector as recorded by 
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Har line was divided by t ha t sector's total sa l es , y i e lding the needed 
water coeffic i ent. 
Sector s 8 , 9, 10, 17 , and 21-39. The water r equirements for these 
sectors were taken direct l y from the study by Lofting and McGaughey 
(1963). This wa s necessa r y because data concerning these types of 
industries were unavailabl e , and it was assumed that the water require -
ments of these sectors would not be significantly di fferent in Ut ah than 
they were in Ca lifornia . 
Direct income per acre f oot of 
water used per s ector 
The income paid to households by each sector pe r acre foot of water 
used was dete rmined by div iding the income coefficients by the water 
coeff i cient s of Table 1. 
Di rec t plus indirect inc ome per acr e 
foot of water used per sector 
Dir ect plus i ndirect water r equirements pe r sector are determined 
by post multiply ing the Leontief inver se ma trix by a diagona l matrix of 
which the diagona l e l ements a re the water coefficients. Each row is then 
summed, resulting in the direct plus indirect water requirements per 
sec tor. These va lue s a r e s hown in Tabl e 2 . 
Direc t plus indirect income genera t ed per sec tor i s de t e rmine d in 
the same manner a s the dire c t p lus indirect water requirements, except 
the e l ements of the diagona l matrix were the income coefficients of 
Tab le 1. 
The direc t plus indirect income per acre foot of water use was 
de termined by d i v iding the direct pl us indirect income figures by the 
dire c t plus indirect water requirements of each sec tor. 
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Table 2. Direct plus indirect income per acre foot of water use, Utah 
Sector 
1. Crops and others 
2. Dairy and poultry 
3. Livestock 
4. Meta l 
5. Coa l 
6. Petroleum and natural gas 
7. Non-meta l 
8 . Building- - genera l contractor 
9. Other than building 
10. Special trades 
11. Ordnance and transportation 
equipment {def.) 
12. Food 
13. Textiles 
14. Lumber and wood 
15. Printing and publishing 
16. Chemicals 
17. Stone, cl ay , and glass 
18. Primary metals 
19. Fabri cated metals & machinery 
20. Miscellaneous manufacturing 
21. Rail 
22 . Communications 
23. Electricity , natural gas, 
and sanitation 
24. Other transportation 
25. Wholesa l e , durable 
26. Wholesale, non-durable 
27 . Gene ral retail 
28. Food retail 
29. Auto and gasoline retail 
30 . Eating and drinking retail 
31. Miscellaneous retail 
32. F.I.R. E.a 
33. Hotel and lodging 
34 . Repairs and personal services 
35 . Business and related 
professional services 
36. Movies, amusement, and 
recreation 
37. Nonprofit organizations 
38 . Medica l and health 
39 . Education 
aFinance Insurance Real Estate. 
Direct 
plus 
indirect 
water use 
72.3702 
18.6630 
17.0720 
. 2796 
.3281 
. 2705 
.2901 
. 5586 
. 2930 
. 3503 
.0700 
8,8847 
,093 3 
.1530 
.3224 
.3992 
.3808 
.2958 
.1334 
.1878 
.1667 
.1088 
.0939 
.2618 
.0690 
2.316 1 
.2407 
2.8528 
.3653 
2.2753 
.4328 
. 0705 
.4160 
. 2714 
.1181 
.7826 
.2589 
• 3518 
. 2715 
Direct 
plus 
indirect 
income 
485.29 
545.15 
483.26 
435.94 
637.00 
156.96 
577.13 
557.39 
512. 51 
588.84 
365.55 
431.83 
319. 25 
460.26 
509.96 
282.22 
566.84 
399.33 
494.88 
314 . 46 
545.88 
458. 17 
410 .77 
639.34 
255.47 
259.13 
310.98 
392 .97 
276.71 
579.23 
369.75 
665.33 
580.22 
677.57 
694.35 
564.77 
637.92 
742.19 
710. 21 
Income per 
acre foot of 
water use 
6.71 
29.21 
28.31 
1,559.16 
1,941.48 
58.03 
1,989.42 
997.83 
1,749.18 
1,680.96 
5,215.00 
48.60 
4,493.57 
3,008.24 
1, 581. 76 
706.96 
1,488.55 
1,350.00 
3,709.75 
1,674.44 
3,274.63 
4, 211.1 2 
4,374.55 
2,442.09 
3,702 . 46 
11.19 
1,.291. 98 
137.75 
757.49 
254.57 
854.32 
9,437.30 
1, 394.76 
2,496.57 
5,879.34 
721.66 
2,463.96 
2,109.69 
2,615.87 
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Multipliers 
One of the most meaningfu l tools of ana l ysis derived from input-output 
models are the va rious types of multipliers. Many typ es can be deter-
mined; however, only three of the most meaningful were derived in this 
study . Each multiplier reflects the effect a given change in the demand 
of one sector has upon the rest of the economy (Table 3). 
Income. Income multipliers are computed by multiplying each entry 
of a given row (Appendix, Table 10) by its corresponding income (house-
hold) coefficient (Appendix, Table 9, row 40), summing the results, and 
dividing by the initial direct change in household payments for the 
industry in ques tion. Thus, for a particular industry (sector 1) we have 
(1.02458 X , 34265) + (.00248 X ,24912) +, , , + ( . 00316 X ,01527) .529. 
The multiplier for sector 1 is then . 529 divided by .34265 = 1.52. These 
multipliers can a lso be derived by dividing the direct plus indirect 
income coefficient by the direct income coefficient . 
Output. Output multipli ers are derived by summing each of the 
e lements of a given row in the Leontie f inverse (Appendix, Table 10). 
For industry number two we have: 
.26028 + 1.07024 + ... + .0022 = 1.13. 
Water. Water multiplie rs are derived by dividing the direct plus 
indirect water requirements per sector by the direct requirements per 
sector. 
Cache County 
Water coefficients 
Sectors l , 2, 3, and 4 . Harline et a l. (1963) found that 9,868 
acre feet of water was used in Cache County to process food and kindred 
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Table 3 . Income, output, and water multipliers, Utah 
Mu l tiElier 
Sector Income Output Wa t e r 
1. Crops and others 1. 42 1.48 1.03 
2. Dairy and poultry 2.19 1. 13 371.40 
3. Livestock 2.78 2.10 161.74 
4. Meta l 1.42 1. 38 1.41 
5 . Coa l 1. 30 1.41 1.65 
6. Petroleum and natural gas 1. 37 1.23 1.36 
7 . Non-metal 1.40 1.50 1.46 
8. Building- - genera l contractor 2.58 2.1 9 399.00 
9. Other than building 1. 66 1. 65 209.29 
10. Special trades 1. 37 1.69 250.21 
11. Ordnance and transportation 
equipment (def.) 1.17 1.18 4. 77 
12. Food 2.05 1.86 11.76 
13. Textiles 1.10 1. 23 21.30 
14. Lumber and wood 1.25 1. 32 38.93 
15. Printing and publishing 1. 24 1.40 152.08 
16 . Chemical 1. 24 1. 36 1.69 
17. Stone, clay, and glass 1. 56 1.64 4 .19 
18. Primary metals 1.85 1. 58 2.64 
19 . Fabricated metals and machinery 1. 59 1.57 35.51 
20. Mis c el l aneous 1. 24 1. 20 3.68 
21. Ra il 1.09 1.17 7.85 
22. Connnunications 1.18 1.22 5 .12 
23 . Electricity , natural gas, & s anitation 1.21 1.27 4.42 
24. Other transportation 1. 24 1. 42 12.33 
25. Who l esa l e , durab l e 1.67 1.34 5.58 
26. Who l esale, non-durable 2.44 1.61 181. 24 
27 . General retail 1.45 1.33 19 . 46 
28 . Food retail 3. 19 2 . 37 230.62 
29. Auto and gasoline retail 2.02 1. 61 29 . 53 
30. Eating and drinking retail 1.60 1.93 183 . 94 
31. Miscel l aneous retail 1. 67 l. 57 34.99 
32. F.I.R.E.a 1.14 1. 24 3 . 32 
33. Hotel and lod ging 1.46 1.59 19. 59 
34. Repairs and personal services 1. 22 1.48 12.78 
35. Business and related professional 
services 1.18 1.32 5 . 56 
36. Movies , amusement, and recreation 2.05 1.89 36.86 
37. Nonprofit organizations 1.96 1.91 12.20 
38. Medica l and health 1.21 1. 46 16.57 
39. Education 1. 34 1. 70 12.79 
8 Finance Insurance Real Estate . 
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products in 1961. National averages obtained from the Census of Manu-
factu r ers (1963) were used to estimate how much of the tota l used to 
manufacture food products was us ed by each sector. It was estima t ed that 
500 acre feet was used by the meat packing industry , 1,717 acre feet by 
milk processors, 650 acre feet by grain gr ind ers , and 7,000 acre fee t by 
other food manufacturers. The es tima t ed water use of each sector was 
then divided by that sector's total sales as est imated by the Cache County 
input-output model (App endix, Tab l e 11 ) . 
Sectors 5 , 6, and 7 . The tota l sa l es of each sector was divided 
into the water used by each sector as recorded by Harline et a l. (1963) . 
Sectors 8-29 and 31-33 . The water r equirements of these sectors 
we r e t aken directly f rom the study by Lof ting and McGauhey (196 3). 
Sector 30. The water r equired by agri culture in Cache County was 
determined in t he same manner as was fo llowed fo r Ut ah. It was estimated 
that 626,711 ac r e feet of water was need ed to produce $18, 25 7,000 of 
agricultura l products in Cache County or 34.327 acre feet per thousand 
dollars of output. No water was a llo ca t ed to f isheries fo r two reasons: 
fi rst, it was assumed that they consume little or no water; and second, 
no data was avai lable conce rning their wa ter requirements . 
Income coeff icients 
Income coe fficients for Cache County were determined using the same 
procedure as was used for Utah (Table 4). 
Direct water va lues 
Direct water va lues were de termined using the same procedure as was 
used f or Utah (see Table 4) . 
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Table 4o Direct income per acre foot of water use, Cache County 
Sector 
lo Meat packing 
2o Milk processing 
3o Grain grinding 
4o Other food manufacturing 
So Primary metal goods 
6. Concrete and concrete products 
7o Textiles and apparel 
8o Printing and engraving 
9. Building supplies and equipment 
lOo Fa rm and industrial equipment 
llo Food stores 
12o Autos and gas 
13o Home furnishings 
14. Eating and drinking 
15o Specialty stores 
16o Fa rm supplies and feed 
l7o Drug and variety 
18. Department, general mercantile, 
apparel, and dry goods 
l9o Other trade 
20 o Medical, dental, and legal 
21. Amusement and recreation 
22o Apparel, care and repair 
23o Other services 
24o Commercia l banks 
25. Real estate and insurance 
26o Other lending 
27o General building 
28. General construction 
29o Subcontracting 
30o Farms and fisheries 
3lo Transportation 
32o Utilities 
33 0 Rental 
Coefficients 
Water use Income 
o08436 
ol3736 
o39157 
1.00000 
o02596 
.06270 
o00103 
o00212 
o0 l237 
o01237 
.01237 
.01237 
o0l237 
o0l237 
001237 
o01237 
.01237 
o0l237 
o0l237 
o02123 
o02123 
.02123 
o02123 
o02123 
0 02123 
0 02123 
o00140 
o00140 
o00140 
34o32700 
.02123 
o02123 
o02123 
92o80 
97.36 
l37o95 
l88o44 
423ol9 
400o2l 
4l5o39 
463o08 
119o74 
l80o00 
77 0 55 
l27o7 3 
l95o63 
349o46 
257 0 71 
91.72 
266o70 
l42o66 
265o33 
618o21 
295o29 
453o66 
372o63 
442o07 
183o19 
623o83 
l63o60 
124o86 
360o69 
317o79 
312o86 
277.52 
70o82 
Income per 
acre foot of 
water use 
1,100o05 
708o79 
352o30 
188o44 
16,294o30 
6,382o93 
403,291.26 
218,433o96 
9,679o78 
14, 551. 20 
6,269o14 
l0, 325o69 
15,814o73 
28,250o35 
20,833o28 
7,414o64 
18,326o43 
11, 532 o63 
21,449o28 
29,119 0 55 
13,909o04 
21,3680 75 
17,551.99 
20,822 o82 
8,628o80 
29,384o26 
ll6,857o14 
89,185o71 
257' 621.43 
9o26 
14,736064 
13,072o02 
3,335o83 
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Wa ter matrix 
A water matrix for Cache County was determined by multiplying the 
Leontief matrix for Cache County by a diagonal matrix of water coefficients 
(the diagonal elements were the water coefficients found in Tab l e 4). 
(See Table 5 .) 
Direct plus indirect income per acre 
foot of water used by each sector 
The direct plus indirect income generated by each sector in Cache 
County was determined using the same procedure as was used for Utah 
(see Table 6). 
Multipliers 
Income, output , and water multipliers for the Cache County economy 
were determined by the same procedure as was used for Utah (see Table 7). 
Water Values 
At the time this thesis was written, it is believed that there has 
been no effort made in the profession to measure the va lue of water to 
industry comp l exes. The lack of work in this a rea is indicative of the 
many theoretical and empirical problems involved in this type of 
estimation. 
The procedure outlined below is one way indirect water values may 
be estimated fo r agriculture. This same procedure can be used to measure 
the indirect value of water used by other sectors in the economy. 
Severa l studies have been conducted a t Utah State University that 
have tried to measure the value of water used in agriculture (Fullerton, 
1965; Gardner and Wennergren , 1967; Fife, 1967; Johnson, 1967). 
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Table 5. Water matrix, Cache County 
Industry producing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1. Meat packing .0846 .0001 .0064 .0003 
2. Milk processing . 0001 .1377 . 0125 . • 0012 
3. Grain grinding .0001 . 0011 . 4280 .0016 
4. Other food mfg. .0030 .0070 1.0022 
5. Primary metal goods .0029 .0260 
6. Concrete & concrete 
products .0012 .0627 
7. Textiles & apparel .0015 .0010 
8 . Printing & engraving .0015 
9 . Building supplies & 
equipment .0003 . 0002 
10. Farm & industry 
equipment .0007 
11. Food stores .0045 . 0030 .0031 . 0368 
12. Autos & gas .0019 
13. Home furnishings .0004 
14. Eating & drinking .0045 .0101 .0041 .0209 
15. Specialty stores .0008 
16. Farm supplies & feed .0001 .0067 .0006 
17. Drug & variety . 0001 . 0008 .0001 .0073 
18. Department, general 
mercantile, apparel, 
& dry goods .0005 .0005 .0009 . 0024 
19. Other trades . 0014 
20. Medical, dental, & 
legal .0002 .0004 .0003 . . 0006 
21. Amusement & recreation .0008 . 0005 .0004 .0103 
22. Apparel, care & repair .0033 .0001 
23. Other services . 0025 .0004 
24. Commercial banks .0004 
25. Real estate & 
insurance . 0003 
26. Other lending .0006 
27. General building .0003 . 0027 
28. General construction .0002 . 0001 
29 . Subcontracting .0001 
30. Farms & fisheries .0001 . 0312 .0014 
31. Transportation .0030 .0002 .0007 
32. Utilities .0003 
33 . Rental . 0001 
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Industry purchasing 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
.0003 .0003 
.0001 .0005 .000 5 
.0001 .0001 .DOll .0009 .0001 
.0003 .0003 
.0001 .0001 .0006 .0001 
.0010 
.0001 
.0021 .0001 .0001 
.0124 .0002 
.0124 .0002 
.0129 .0002 .0001 
.0150 
.0001 .000 3 .0124 
.0001 .0012 .0004 .0127 .0001 
.0001 .0124 
.0001 .0006 .0127 
.0001 .0124 
.0001 .0124 
.0005 .0001 .0001 .0125 
.0001 .0004 
.0015 .0001 
.0002 
.0002 .0002 
.0001 
.0002 
.0021 .0002 .0001 
.0002 .0008 
.0005 .0002 
.0001 .0009 .0013 .0001 
.0002 
.0002 
.0004 .0002 
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Table 5 . Cont i nued 
Industry producing 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
1. Meat packing . 0003 .0001 .0001 
2. Milk processing . 0001 .0005 .0001 .0001 
3. Grain grinding . 0002 .0008 . 0002 . 0002 
4 . Other food mfg . .0003 .0001 
5. Primar y metal goods .0001 .0001 .0001 
6. Concrete & concrete 
products . 0001 
7 . Textiles & apparel . 0001 
8 . Printing & engraving . 0001 . 0001 
9. Building supplies & 
equipment 
10. Farm & industry 
equipment . 0001 
11. Food stores .0001 
12. Autos & gas .0001 
13. Home furnishings . 0001 . 0001 
14. Eating & drinking . 0001 .0001 . 0001 . 0002 
15. Specialty stores .0001 . 0001 
16. Farm suppl ies & feed . 0002 . 0001 
17. Drug & variety .0001 . 0001 
18. Department, general 
mercant i le, apparel, 
& dry goods .0001 . 0001 
19. Other trades . 0001 . 0001 .0001 
20. Medical, dental, & 
legal .0213 . 0001 
21. Amusement & recr eation . 0001 .0213 .• 0001 . • 0002 
22. Apparel, care & repair .0001 .0214 . 0001 . 0002 
23. Other services .0001 .0002 .0212 . 0001 .0001 
24 . C01IDilercial banks . 0212 
25 . Real estat e & 
insurance .0212 
26. Other lending .0212 
27 . General building .0001 . 0001 
28. General construction . 0001 
29. Subcontracting . 0001 
30. Farms & fisheries . 0002 . 0012 .0001 .0004 
31. Transportation . 0001 .0001 
32. Utilities . 0001 
33. Rental .0001 .0001 
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Indus try purchasing 
27 28 29 30 31 32 33 Tota l 
9.0351 .0002 .0001 9 .1 279 
17.8546 . 0017 .0002 18.0099 
29.1562 .0008 . 0002 29.6060 
10 . 0280 .0006 .0001 11.0419 
.0308 .0001 .0002 .0610 
.0137 .0001 .0788 
.0137 .0004 .0001 .0001 .0170 
.0171 .0003 .0001 .0215 
.0034 .0165 
. 0068 .0002 .0001 .0001 . 0206 
1. 4243 .0001 .0001 .0001 1.4853 
.0205 .0001 .0001 .0366 
.0034 .0001 .0001 . 0002 .0172 
3.0470 .0003 .0002 .0003 3. 1024 
. 0068 .0002 .0001 .0005 . 0211 
6.7036 .0002 . 0001 6 . 7250 
. 1780 . 0003 .0001 .0003 .1997 
.1952 .0004 .0001 .0005 . 2132 
.0548 .0006 .0001 .0001 .0705 
.1027 .0001 .0005 .1267 
.2842 .000 3 .0013 . 3211 
.0342 .0003 . 0005 .0604 
.0274 .0001 .0003 .0004 . 0532 
.0001 .0068 .0003 .0001 . 0290 
.0034 .0001 .0001 . 0253 
.0068 .0001 .0001 . 0288 
. 0014 .0003 .0034 .0001 . 0001 .0109 
.0014 .0028 
.0014 . 00 34 .0001 .0058 
44.5047 .0010 .0001 44.5428 
.0753 .0212 .0001 .0982 
.0034 .0068 .0001 .0109 
.0003 .0 212 .0224 
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Table 6. Direct plus indirect income per acre foot, Cache County 
Sector 
1. Meat packing 
2. Milk processing 
3. Grain grinding 
4. Other food manufacture 
5 . Primary metal goods 
6. Concrete and concrete 
products 
7. Textiles and apparel 
8. Printing and engraving 
9. Building supp l ies and 
equipment 
10. Farm and industry 
11. Farm stores 
12. Autos and gas 
13. Home furnishings 
14. Eating and drinking 
15. Specialty stores 
16. Farm supplies and feed 
17. Drug and variety 
18. Department, general 
mercantile, appar el and 
dry goods 
19. Other trades 
20. Medical, dental, and legal 
21. Amusement and recreation 
22. Apparel, care and repair 
23. Other services 
24. Commercial banks 
25. Real estate and insurance 
26. Other lending 
27. General building 
28. General construction 
29 . Subcontract ing 
30. Farms and f isheries 
31. Transportation 
32. Utilities 
33. Rental 
Direct plus 
indirect 
water use 
9.128 
18.010 
29.606 
11.042 
.061 
.079 
.017 
.022 
.166 
.021 
1.485 
.038 
.017 
3.103 
.021 
6 . 725 
.200 
• 213 
.070 
.127 
. 321 
.060 
.053 
.029 
.025 
.029 
.011 
.003 
.006 
44 . 543 
.099 
.011 
.022 
Direct plus 
indirect 
income 
201.64 
330 .09 
501.91 
317.86 
443.63 
422.18 
429.58 
485.49 
127.11 
192.60 
124.68 
163.19 
219.56 
443.56 
276.15 
181.15 
247.04 
169.72 
296.08 
644.11 
342.47 
485 .11 
410. 97 
488.90 
193.18 
633.88 
297.08 
143.92 
376 .66 
509.63 
323.65 
309.98 
106.37 
Direct plus 
indirect 
income per 
acre foot 
22.09 
18.24 
16.95 
28.79 
7,250.94 
5,339.36 
25,372.09 
22,442.10 
765.55 
9,275.84 
83.99 
4,311.43 
12,712.40 
142.97 
13,069.65 
28 . 45 
1,237.15 
796.25 
4, 200.11 
5,076.65 
1,065.96 
8,025.97 
7,686.14 
16,659.85 
7,593.51 
21,795.44 
26,865.47 
48,307.33 
61' 161. 33 
11.44 
3,284.86 
27,912.65 
4,733.96 
Tabl e 7 . Income, output, and wa t er multipliers, Cache County 
Sector 
1. Meat packing 
2 . Mi lk processing 
3 . Gr a in gr inding 
4 . Other food ma nufacture 
5. Primary meta l goods 
6. Concrete and concrete products 
7 . Textiles and apparel 
8 . Printing and engraving 
9. Building supplies a nd equipment 
10. Farm and industry equipmen t 
11. Food stores 
12. Au tos and gas 
13. Horne furnishings 
14. Eat ing and drinking 
15. Specia lty stor es 
16. Farm supp lies and feed 
17. Drug and variety 
18. Department , general mercant il e , 
appare l, and dry goods 
19. Other trades 
20 . Medica l, den t a l , and legal 
21 . Amusement and recreation 
22. Appa r e l, car e and r epai r 
23. Other services 
24. Commer c i a l banks 
25. Real esta t e and insurance 
26. Other l ending 
27 . General building 
28 . Gene r a l construction 
29. Subcontracting 
30. Fa rms and f ishe ries 
31. Transportation 
32. Utiliti es 
33 . Renta l 
Mu ltipl iers 
Income Output 
2. 17 
3 . 39 
3.65 
1. 69 
1.05 
1.05 
1.03 
1.05 
1.06 
1.07 
1. 61 
1.28 
1.1 2 
1. 27 
1.07 
1.98 
1.09 
1.19 
1.12 
1.04 
1. 16 
1.07 
1.10 
1.11 
1.05 
1.02 
1.85 
1.05 
1.04 
1.60 
1.03 
1.12 
1. 50 
1. 38 
1.80 
2.30 
1. 47 
1.11 
1.12 
1.05 
1.08 
1.03 
1.06 
1. 27 
1.25 
1.11 
1. 51 
1.08 
1.34 
1.09 
1.11 
1.13 
1.1 2 
1.32 
1.13 
1.1 6 
1.14 
1.04 
1.03 
1. 53 
1.11 
1.11 
1. 74 
1.05 
1.13 
1.15 
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Water 
180. 20 
132. 52 
75.61 
11.04 
2.36 
1. 26 
16. 44 
10 .20 
13.42 
1.68 
120 . 08 
3.06 
1.40 
250 .81 
1. 71 
543 .66 
16. 14 
17.15 
5.70 
5.98 
15.13 
2.85 
2.52 
1.38 
1.20 
1. 37 
7.90 
2.13 
4 .40 
1.30 
4 .64 
1.77 
1.05 
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The values determined by these studies generally range from $1- $10 per 
ac re foot . These va lues depend heavily upon the size of farm, a rea, etc., 
studied . 
It is assumed that: 
1) the market pri ce of a resource is equal to it s 
marginal value product; and 
2) the total physica l or value product can be broken up 
into shares such that 
a ) the r eward to each facto r is equal to its 
marginal productivity, and 
b) the rewards so comput ed just exhaust the total 
physical or va lue produc t. (Heady, 1965, p. 407) 
I t i s fu rther a ssumed that water i s worth $3.50 an ac r e foot in Cache 
County for use on the farm. If water is worth $3 .50 and 625 , 826 acre 
fee t were used in Cache County to produce $18,257 ,000 worth of i nput , 
then $3 . 50 x 625,826 = $2, 190,000 should have been spent by agricultura l 
producers in Cache County for wa t e r , given the above as sumptions. 
It is noted that t h is i s not an item that is "casted" as an i nput to 
agriculture in Table 11 (see Append ix) . One reason for this lies in the 
fact that a ll inputs that were purchased from other bus inesses , hous e -
ho ld s , etc. were recorded as purchases by agri culture, but the import 
sec t or (App endix, Table 11, row 36) is gene r a lly used as a "ba l a ncing 
sec tor." For example, all purchases wer e recorded and any that were no t 
paid were as sumed to come from the rest of the world. Import and export 
sec tors are us ed to balance each sector because imports and exports cannot 
typically be est imated in practice . Total sal es can, however, be 
mea sured. Therefore, it is a ssumed that the return of some i nputs ar e 
included in the import sector . It is fu rther assumed that water is one 
of these inputs . Thus, $2 ,190,000 should be subtracted from the import s 
sector as the return to water. 
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This return to water is then divided by the total sales of the agri -
culture sector resu l ting in a "water return coefficient" of $120 . 21 per 
thousand dollars of gross output. This "water return coefficient" can be 
divided by the water coefficient which results in the familiar $3.50 
return per acre foot. Water return coefficients can a l so be determined 
for other sectors within the economy by empirica lly determining how much 
was spent by each sector for water alone . 
The direct return of water used in agriculture is estimated by the 
$3.50 per acre foot as assumed above. The direct pl us indirect return of 
water is estimated by mu l tiplying the water return coefficient by the 
income multiplier and dividing by the direct plus indirect water coef-
ficient. This shows the total direct plus indirect return of water used 
in agriculture to be $120 . 21 x 1 . 60 = $192.34 per thousand dollars of 
output. The direct p l us indirect value of water was determined by dividing 
$192.34 by 44.543 acre feet (direct plus indirect water requirements). 
This indicates that the direct plus indirect value of water used in 
agriculture is $4 . 32 per acre foot. The indirect value of water is, 
therefore, $4.32 - $3 . 50 = $.82 per acre foot. Given the preceding 
assumptions, this also represents what might be termed the indirect 
marginal value product of water used by agricu l ture. 
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
Wate r Coefficients 
Whenever one undertakes a study of this type, some problems that 
were not thought of early in the study become ext remel y important. 
It was supposed ear l y in this study that data on water use per sector 
would be relatively easy to obtain . This soon proved to be a fal l acious 
premise. 
It is implicitly assumed that the water requirements of each sector 
are linearly rel ated to that secto r 's total output . This presents a 
complex problem. If water use is not a linear function of output, then 
the procedure used to estimate direct plus indirect water requirements 
is wrong and should not have been used . 
Gardner ( 1966) presents a significant point related to this assump-
tion. If water is not a contraining input of production either tech-
no logica lly or econom i ca l ly to some sector, then as water is allocated 
to that sector, no additiona l output would be fo rthcoming . This infers 
that the marginal va lue product of water used by that sector i s zero. 
Furthermor e , water may be a constraining input of production only up to 
a certain point. This a l so infers that the MVP of water is zero after 
a certain amount of the input is used . If the production of any sector 
is governed by e ither of the above conditions, the procedure used in this 
thesis has been incorrect l y applied. 
Available data did not indicate that any sector was governed by 
either of the above mentioned conditions. Furthermo r e, after studying 
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the business which mad e up each sector, it was believed, based upon the 
work of other people using this same procedure, that a linear function 
would close l y approximate the water requirements of most of the sectors 
(see Lofting and McGauhey, 1963; Zusman and Hoch, 1965). 
The est imation of the water required by agriculture presented some 
important theoretica l and empirica l problems. If water used in agri -
culture has no alternative earning, then this water should not enter into 
any water a llocation decision. Much of the water consumptively used in 
agricu lture is of this nature, i.e., most rainfall on rangeland pasture, 
dry farm l a nds, etc. will not have an alternative earning, fo r most of 
this water will e ither be used by agriculture or it will produce wild 
grasses, sagebrush, and wildlife. With this .in mind, the decision was 
made to try to eliminate most of this water from the requiremen ts of 
agricultura l crops. Part of the water that fell on "dry farms" and 
rangeland would find its way through the hydrology of the earth so that 
this could be used in another use or by another user downstream. It was 
assumed that water diverted for irrigation purposes would have an a lter-
native earning. Therefore, the consumptive use of all crops (wheat, 
barley, hay, etc .) and the water diverted to irrigation was estimated 
(the consumptive use of irrigated crops was subtracted from the total 
consumptive use of a ll crops) and the two added together yielding what 
might be termed the estimated water requirements of agri culture which 
have an a lternative earning. These estimations may have a tendency to 
be high for part of this water may not have an alternative earning in 
other industries or farming areas. 
The water coefficients shown in Tables 1 and 4 show that no sector 
comes close to the water required by agriculture. The next highest 
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water users are food processors and chemical manufac ture rs, but even these 
are fa r down the l ine in water use per thousand dollars of output. 
The heavy water requirements of these sectors generally in fe r the 
importance of water as an input to t hat sector. Sec tors with very low 
water requirements (such a s textiles) bear out the fact tha t high water 
requirements genera lly infer the importanc e of water as a constraining 
input of production to that sector . Water is a necessary input of pro-
duc tion in a ll sectors, but the importance of water as an input is 
believed to be relative ly low in those sec tors having low wa t er require-
ments. 
Income per unit of wat er use 
The direct income gene r a ted per acre f oot of wa t e r used by each 
sector has a wide range of va lues for both mod e ls studied. The Ut a h model 
shows that the direct income gene rated per ac re foot ranges f rom 
$307 ,164 . 28 fo r sector 10 ( spec i a l trades) to $4 .85 fo r sector 1 (crops). 
The Cache Coun ty model shows an even wider range. Sector 7 (textiles 
and appa rel) generated $403,291.26 per acre foo t used while sector 30 
(fa rms and f isheries) generated $9 . 26 per ac r e foot. 
The direct plus indire c t income per acre foot used by each sector 
has a narrower range than the direct income va lues. The values for Utah 
r a nge from $9, 437.30 for s ec tor 32 (F.I.R. E.) to $6.71 for sector 
(crops). Cache Coun t y va lues range f rom $61,161.33 for sector 29 
(sub-contracting) to $11.44 for sector 30 (agricu l ture). 
A comparison of these ranges show tha t water used to produce agri-
cultural products rema ins as the low generator of income in both mode ls 
for both direct and direct plus indire c t water used, In Cache County 
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three of the four highest generators of income involved the construction 
sectors. It is noted that in Cache County most of the construction 
companies sell to exogenous demanders (Utah State University and non-
Cache County businesses). In both models, the service sectors tend to 
be high genera tors of income both directly and direct plus indirectly. 
This is due in part to their low water requirements. Other similarities 
between the two models can be noted by col l ating comparable sectors in 
each model. 
Some question may exist in the mind of the reader concerning the 
reason why the direct plus indirect income per acre foot used for some 
sectors is so much lower than the direct income per acre foot of water 
used. Most sectors that have high direct income values a lso have very 
low water requiremen ts (such as autos and gas) which result in the high 
direct income genera ted by that sector. However, as the indirect effects 
are eva luated, water requirements for many of these sectors increase 
rapidly (.01237 to 2.8528 for food retail) while the direct plus indirect 
income generated by t hese sectors increase slowly ($123.46 to $137.75 for 
food retail). This indicates that the purchases or sales of these 
sec tors depends heavily upon the exist ence of readily avai l able inputs 
produced by high water using sectors such as agriculture a nd/or a high 
demand fo r their products within the eco nomy being studied. 
The use of these figures is limited wh en eva luating changes in the 
a llo ca tion of a water supply. These figures do not show the "value of 
water" as used by some sectors . They show the return to l abor by emp l oy-
ing a given amount of water in that sector. Wa ter transfers can be 
justified onl y upon the basis of the MVP of water, not upon the return 
to the labor inputs of any sector. The return to each input (labor and 
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water) is similar, but the income generated per acre foot of water used 
measures the return to human inputs by using certain amounts of water in 
that sector and should not be used to justify changes in the al location 
of water. (It is noted, however, that the data does indicate, a priori, 
which sectors might have high water returns.) It must be emphasized 
that these values do not in any way measure the "value of water" (MVP) in 
any sector. 
These figures do have one important use. They can be used to 
est imate how the return to people employed by each sector will be affected 
given some change in the a llocation of a water supply that has been 
justified upon reliable estimates of the MVP of water. 
Water Matrix 
A water matrix for Cache County is shown in Table 5. The matrix 
shows how the direct plus indirect water requirements per sector will be 
distributed among the various sectors of the economy, given a change in 
the demand for the output of a given sector. For example, the milk pro-
cessing sector (3) would require an allocation of additional 18.0099 
acre feet to produce an additional thousand dollars of output. Of this 
total amount, .1387 acre feet would be required by the milk processing 
sector itself, but 17.8722 acre feet would have to be indirectly allocated 
to other sectors in the economy. Of this total amount (17.8722), 17.8546 
ac re feet would be needed in agriculture to enable additional inputs to 
be supplied to the mi l k processing industry, 
The dependence of other sectors upon agriculture is shown by what 
proportion of the total water requirement of any sector is needed by 
agriculture to enable any sector to produce add itional units of output. 
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Agriculture is not alone in this position, however. Water must be given 
to other water users to enab le most sectors in the Cache County economy 
to produce and sell additional units of output. Any compar ison between 
the water requirements of any sector and the proportion of the total 
required by other sectors in the economy emphatically emphasiz es this 
idea. This comparison shows that no other sector has such heavy indirect 
water requirements as agriculture. Only the general construc tion and 
rental sectors of Cache County could increase production without having 
to a llocate relatively substantial amounts of water to agricultur e. 
It has generally been inferred that the direct va lue of water used 
in agriculture is relative l y low. The water matrix suggests one possible 
reason why this may be true an~ furthermor~ economi ca lly justifiable. 
If the indirect water requirements of most sectors in an economy 
are such that large amounts of water have to be al located to agr i culture 
to enable them to purchase needed inputs and/or sell their products, then 
the "value of water" measured only at the farm level is seriously under-
estimated. However, as one views why large a llocat ions to agriculture 
may be necessary, the "value of water" used in agriculture to the whole 
economy, not just the value of the water to farmers, takes on new and 
significant meaning . Thus, one can begin to visualize why est imates of 
the value of agricultural water may not reflect the full value of that 
water to the economy as a whole. (Most of these estimates have been at 
the farm level only . ) (See Fife, 1967; Fullerton, 1965; Gardner and 
Wennergren, 1967.) If the above is true (which the water matrix suggests), 
then est imates of the value of water in a given employment to the economy 
as a whole must be determined before changes in the allocation of a water 
supply can be fully and economically justified. Certainly the proposal 
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to study the va lue of water to inter-industry comp l exes is a step in this 
direction. (See Ut ah Center fo r Water Resources Research and Economics 
Research Institute: Resources Section, 1965.) 
Indirect Wa t er Va lues 
The determination of the indirect value of water as used by any 
sector or business is a very hard and perplexing probl em . Several 
methods have been propo sed. These includ e : (1) gross returns can be 
a llocated to a ll resources except water for a ll segments of an industry 
complex with the residual being consider ed as the marginal revenue pro-
duct of water; (2) the market price paid by each segment of an industry 
comp l ex can be weighted by the quantity used in each segment and a 
weighted ave rage price for water ca l cul ated; (3) the va lue added by each 
segment of the industry complex can be estimated by determining the 
contribution of a ll resources except water; and (4) ac tivity analysis 
can be used to determine the margina l revenue product for water in 
various i ndustry complexes (Utah Center for Wa t er Resources Research and 
Economic Resear ch Institute: Resources Section, 1965). This study adds 
an additional proposal . 
It was surmised early in this study that input-output ana l ysis 
could be used to e stimate these values because this economic tool l ays 
open the economic interd ependenci es of an economy . It is admitted at 
the outset that this determination is achieved in a so - called "left 
handed 11 manner. 
The direct water va l ue assumed in this procedure is believed to be 
indi cative of the average value of water within Cache Coun t y (Fife, 1967). 
Given the restrictive assumptions assumed in this thesis ( l inear, 
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homogeneous production functions) this a l so represents the marginal value 
of water. 
The direct plus indirect requirements of agr i cu ltural water was 
determined using a typical input - output procedure. It should be noted 
at this time, however, that the water coeffic i ents that were determined 
have considerab l e bearing upon these values. The ir determination and 
weakness have been discussed earlier . 
The direct plus indirect return of water used by agriculture was 
estimated by multiplying the direct return of wate r by the income multi-
plier for agriculture . 
It is known that the direct plus indirect return of water will be 
greater than $3 .53 per acre foot because 1. 2999 (see Appendix, Table 13, 
column 30, row 30) x $121.21 (total direct return to water in thousands 
of dollars) = $157.56 and $157 . 56 divided by 44.5428 acre feet (direct 
plus indirect wate r r equirements of agriculture sector) = $3 . 53 per acre 
foot . 
The direct plus indirect return of water may be l ess or greater 
than estimated . If the direct return of water is relatively greater than 
the return to households (labor) in most of the others sectors of the 
economy , the indirect va l ue of water used in agr iculture will be greater 
than est imated. Converse l y, if the return to water i s relatively low in 
the other sectors, the indirect value of water will be lower than 
estima t ed. 
The indirect value of water is probably grea ter than es timated fo r 
the fo llowing reason : l abor is relatively mobile in Cache County. 
Converse ly, impediments exist that prevent the transfer of water between 
alternative users in Cache County (Fife, 1967) . This would infer that 
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water is not being optimally allocated between users (Fullerton, 1965). 
If labor is mobile, then each sector should be equating the marginal cost 
of labor with l abor•s marginal return . Many sectors, however, wou l d be 
unable to equate the marginal cost of water with its marginal return, 
because impediments exist which prevent many sectors from obtaining 
additional water so that the marginal return of water could be equated 
with its marginal cost. 
Therefore, the return of water would be relatively greater in the 
sectors where impediments exist which prevent the transfer o f water. 
This would yield a high indirect value of water, as these respective 
values were multiplied by the Leontief matrix. This would be caused by 
a relatively larger residual or "rent" being left over to be a llocated 
to water than if additional water supplies could be secured. This would 
cause the indirect value of water used in agriculture to be greater than 
estimated, because the indirect return to water will be relatively greater 
than the indirect r e turn to households . 
Input-output analysis assumes a linear homogeneous production 
function; that is, it assumes that every input is paid an amount equal to 
its marginal return. This assumption presents a prob l em when trying to 
app l y the above procedure to the model for Utah, because the return to 
imports (from which a return to water was sub tracted out) is relatively 
l ow . If the return to water is included in this import sector, the 
return to water used to produce crops in Utah must be very low. If it 
is not included in the import sector, the return to water must be 
included in some of the other sector or sectors of the economy, because 
the assumptions of input-output ana l ysis necessi tates the a llocation of 
returns to eve r y input until the total produc t of that sec t or has been 
exhausted. 
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If the determination of indirec t benefits (or va lue of water) is to 
be made more defens ible using input-output ana l ys is, the return to wate r 
must be included and separated out in some exogenous sector. This 
exogenous sector would be ana logous to the "water sector" suggested by 
Gardner (1966). This water s ector would prov id e inputs to other sec tors, 
but it would not produce a marketable output as no production would be 
carr i ed on by that sector. Furthermore, a water sector would not 
typically purchase inputs of any nature f r om a typical endogenous sector; 
therefore, a possible water sector woul d need to be an exogenous sec tor 
in the input-output table . 
If a wa ter return s ec tor was included in the exogenous input portion 
of a n input-output table , reasonable es timations of secondary benefits 
fo r a ll sectors of the economy could be made g iven the assumptions 
concerning input-output analysis and water coefficients. These est imat ions 
could be easily de termined by multiplying the Leontief matr ix by a 
diagonal ma trix made up of water return coeffic ients. The neces sary water 
return coefficients would be determined by div iding the return to wa ter 
of each sector by tha t sector 's total output. The multiplica tion of 
these matricies would yield the direct plus indirect return of wa t e r per 
sec tor. This return would then be divided by the direct plus indirect 
water r equirements pe r sector . This ra tio shows the direct plus indirec t 
return of water used by each sector . This return would then be subtracted 
from the direct return to yield the indirect return of water per secto r. 
Using thi s technique, it is easi l y visualized that the indire c t 
return of water to some sectors may be negative if the indirec t wa t er 
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requirements rose relatively faster than the indirect return of water in 
that sector . 
This technique could also be used to derive water return multipliers 
which could be determined by dividing the direct plus indirect return of 
water per sector by that sector's direct return. These multipliers could 
be used to indicate whether the indirect return of water would be positive 
or negative. Any time the water multiplier is greater than the water 
return multiplier for any sector, the indirect return of water will be 
negative. Converse l y, if the water return multiplier is larger than the 
water multiplier, the indirect return of water to that sector will be 
positive. 
Some possibl e reasons why the indirect return of water used i n 
agriculture shou ld be greater than the indirect return to households in 
Cache County has been previously discussed. If this is true and a water 
return mul tip lie r was determined for agriculture, it would be greater 
than the income multiplier for agriculture. Th is would imply that the 
indirect value of water used in agri cu lture was greater than previously 
estimated, as has been argued. Furthermore, and perhaps more importantly, 
(from an a llocation justification point of view) water in some employ-
ments which have high indirect water requirements (such as milk pro-
cess ing in Cache County) may have negative secondary returns. (The 
wate r matrix fo r Cache County suggests that this may be a va lid con-
clus ion.) It has recently been shown that input-output anal ysis can be 
used to estimate the external effects of various inter-industry decisi?ns 
(Stoevener and Sokoloski, 1966). 
The use of indirect water va lues 
in water a llocation decisions 
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It has been shown that if the secondary effects of a water transfer 
are ignored, the return to the economy of some water transfers will be 
negative even though the direct return of water in one use was greater 
than in an alternative use. Therefore, the secondary effects of a trans-
fer must be evaluated if an efficient a llocation of water is to take 
place. 
The use of input-output ana l ysis and the method discussed above 
would estimate the direct plus indirect value of water used by each 
sector . The efficient a llocation of a water supp l y could take place if 
these va l ues were used to justify changes in al location. The hydrologic 
problems of any transfer, however , would not be evaluated under this 
procedure. If the hydrologic probl ems of an a llocation were combined 
with these estimated water values, efficient changes in the al lo cation 
of an existing water supply could be justified. 
The use of direct plus indirect water va lues is limited to a llo-
cations within a basin. These values should not be used to justify 
transfer s between two basins . The direct plus indirect values derived 
by this procedure do not reflect the full indirect va lue of water use in 
a basin because other ar eas receive indirect benefits from water used in 
one basin whenever the produce of some sector is exported or whenever any 
sector imports large amounts of its inputs from other basins. If inter-
basin transfers are to be justified, the fu ll indirect benefit of water 
in each area must be evaluated. This might be accomplished by deriving 
input-output mod e ls for both areas and programming the amount of inter-
basin exporting and importing that takes place . 
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The reason why inter-basin transfers must be evaluated is shown by 
the following examp l e. If one basin produced most of the raw materials 
that were used as inputs of production in another basin, the indirect 
benefits of water used in the fi rst basin would be shifted to the second 
basin . Thus, a comparative advantage would be given to the second basin. 
Water transfers to the second basin may not be justified under these 
circumstances due to i ndirect benefits that should be included in the 
water values of the first basin . 
Multipliers 
Output 
The output multiplier for a sector measures the change in total 
output resulting fr om a $1 . 00 change in f inal demand for the products of 
that sector. For examp l e , if the export demand for meat products in 
Cache County increased by $1.00, total output would have to go up by 
$1. 25 in order for this demand to be supplied. 
The output multipliers for both models have differences in range as 
woul d be expected. Those fo r Cache County range from 1.03 for sectors 
9 and 26 (buil ding supplies and equ ipment and other lending) to 2. 30 for 
sector 3 (grain grinding). Utah ' s output multipliers range from 1.13 for 
sector (dairy and poult ry) to 2.37 for sector 28 (food retail). 
The Utah output multipl iers generally are l arger in magnitude than 
those in Cache County with sectors associated with food product ion 
genera lly being the highest . Of interest is the output multiP.lier of 
the non-profit organizations (the four th l a rgest) of which the La tter-
day Saint Church is probably the big contributor both from the demand 
and supply side . (It must be admitted at this point, however, that this 
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is an educated guess because the models which we r e made available to this 
writer did not spec i fical l y show which types of business mad e up each 
sector.) 
The importance of agriculture to the Cache County economy is 
reflected by the relative size of output multipliers of those sectors 
which are close ly associated with agricultura l production and which 
purchase most of their inputs from in-county sources. The three highes t 
multipliers are: grain grinding, 2.30; milk processing, 1.80; and farms 
and f isheries, 1.74. The fourth multiplier in magnitude reflects the 
construction purchases of the University (general building, 1.53). 
Thus, total county output could be expected to expand the most if those 
sectors produc ing agricultural products experienced an increase in demand. 
~ 
The income multiplier for any sector measures the tota l change in 
persona l income resulting from a $1. 00 change in income to that sector . 
For example, if the income to households (wage and salaries, proprietor 
income, dividends, etc .) went up by $1.00 in the auto and gas sector of 
Cache County, total income to households in Cache County will go up by 
$1. 28. 
Income multipliers determined from input-output models are not 
comparable to the typical Keynsian income multipliers studied in economic 
theory. The typical Keynsian multiplier shows how much total income wi ll 
increase in social security payments. Income multipliers derived from 
input-output models show how income will be affec t ed given a change in 
fina l demand. Thu~ income and output multipliers are related in the 
following manner: i f the fina l demand f or one sector's product goes up 
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by a certain amount, total output wil l increase by a multiple of that 
amount. This increase in output wil l cause additional payments to house-
holds to be made. Additiona l payments to househo l ds will be paid not 
only to employees associated with the sector whose output went up, but 
other sectors wi ll pay more to emp l oyees as the ir output goes up, as 
they a r e affected indirect l y by the change demand of the first sector. 
Income multipliers thus show how much total payments to households go up 
as given a change in the payments to households emp l oyed in the initial 
sector . 
The income multipliers derived in this study are commonl y known as 
type 1 income multipliers . Type I multipliers show the direct plus 
indirect change in total income given a change in the income of one 
sector . Type II multipliers, derived by "closing in" the household's 
sector of the input-output model, show the direct plus indirect induced 
changes in income. (Induced changes in income result from increased 
consumer spending.) Two exce llent discussions have been written which 
concern the differences between use of , interpretation, and derivation of 
both types of multipliers (Moore, 1955; Hirsch, 1959) . 
The type I mu l tipliers derived in this study for Utah can be com-
pared with the type I and II multipliers derived by Moore and Peterson 
(1955) from an input-output model for Utah reflecting the economy in 
1947. This comparison indicates that the type I multipliers derived in 
this study may be slightly l arger than those derived by Moore and 
Pe t erson . This wou l d infer that more endogenous production is being 
carried on in Utah today than there was in 1947 . 
The income multipliers for Ut ah are genera lly l arger in magnitude 
than those for Cache County. They range from 3.18 for sector 28 (food 
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retail) to 1.09 for sector 21 (rail). 
The income multipliers for Cache County are relatively low, This 
partially reflects the relatively low wage rates that exist in the 
county . Of particular interest, however, is the influence of agriculture 
on these multip liers . Some of the top eight multipliers either supply 
inputs to or process the output of the farms in Cache County, the only 
except ion being the genera l bui l ding sector which purchases large 
amounts of inputs from Cache County businessmen. 
~ 
The water multiplier derived fo r any sector shows how much total 
v1ater vmuld be required if the demand for any sector's output increases 
enough so that one more acre foot of water is required by that sector. 
For examp l e, if the demand for chemical products in Utah increased enough 
so that one more acre foot was required by food retailers, total water 
requirements in the State would raise by 230.62 acre feet. 
The water multipliers determined for both areas fol l ow a genera l 
pat tern. Those sectors which demand inputs from high water using sectors 
such as agriculture genera lly have high wate r multipliers. The multi-
pliers determined for the Utah economy a re general ly of greater magnitude 
than for Cache County. This infers the relatively greater endogenous 
production carried on in the State versus that of the county where 
relatively more exporting and importing is carried on. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Statement of Problem 
The demand fo r water is increasing rapid l y in the United Sta t es . 
This increasing demand for water is caus ing concern to be expressed over 
the present allocation of this nation's water supplies . 
If the return of water to society is to be maximized, water must 
be a lloca ted such that its return cannot be increased by changing its 
a llocation . The effect any change in the a llocat ion of water will have 
on second and third parties must be eva luated if water is to be effi-
cient l y a lloca t ed , 
This study is concerned with the measurements of these effects and 
why the se effects should be eva luated whenever changes in the a llocation 
of water is being contemp l a t ed . 
Primary Objective and Procedure 
The primary objective of this study was to determine if the second-
ary returns of water could be measured and if it cou l d determine the 
indirect value of water used in agr iculture. The estimation of second-
ary values was then to be related to water al l ocation justifica tions. 
A thorough review of appli cable litera tur e was conducted, A 
theoretical discussion of secondar y benefi ts a nd their app lication to 
water resource allocations was discussed. 
Input - output ana l ysis was used to determine the indirect value of 
water used by agriculture in Cache County . A method was discussed that 
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can be used to estimate the indirec t r eturn of water to othe r sec t ors in 
an economy using input-output ana l ys is. 
Conclusions 
It was shown theoretically that if the secondary effects of a water 
transfer are ignored, water may not be optimally a llocated between us ers . 
. 
The indirect va lue of wate r used to produce agricultural products 
was es timated to be $ . 82 per ac r e foot . Furthermore , and more importantly 
in this writer ' s opinion, it was found that: (a) the se condary return of 
water in many sectors may be nega tive, and (b) the indirect va lue of 
water to a ll endogenous sectors of an e conomy could be e stima t ed . The 
method proposed invo l ved the use of input-output models. These mod el s 
were found to be useful when a tt empting to e stimate the indirect va lue 
of water (or any other inter - industry relat ionship). However, it was 
noted that t he assumptions behind these mode l s present some di ff i cu lt 
ob j ec tions tha t might be r a ised concerning the use of input - outpu t mod e ls 
in gene ra l. 
It was found that l arge amounts of work in this general ar ea must 
be conducted before reliable estimates of secondary water va lues ca n be 
used with any degree of reliability in justifying changes in the a llo -
cation of an existing water supp l y. 
Surely the existence of secondary r e turns (or benefits) like utility 
cannot be denied, but like utility, their est imated value will r ema in an 
empiri ca l problem for res earcher s for many years to come. 
Sugges tions for Future Research 
This study has a llud ed to ma ny a r ea s for future res earch . Two of 
the most promising areas for future res earch a re discussed below. 
Some possible application of input- output 
analysis to water resource problems 
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Input - output analysis may be used to establish a repayment base for 
government investments in water projects. From a regional point of view, 
it is easily recognized that not all of the beneficiaries of a project help 
pay for its construction. Input - output analysis can be used to indicate who 
the beneficiaries of a project are and thus justify broadening the base of 
those who help pay for the construction of a project (Stoevener and Castle, 
1965). 
The present state of economic empiricism does not enable one to measure 
the effect upon the economy of each part of a multiple purpose project. 
In the future, input-output analysis may be applied to a project to see 
how such things as irrigation, hydro-electric power, and flood control may 
affect the economy and each sector within the economy. Thus, the effect 
of each purpose of a mu l tiple purpose project may be estimated as to its 
significance upon the economy as a whole and any one sector in particular. 
One of the advantages of input - output analysis is that it can be 
combined with optimizing techniques such as linear programming so that 
problems which have been difficult to emp iricize in the past may be 
approximated in the future. One of these areas is the measurement of 
national secondary benefits accruable to a project. The following example 
is used to illustrate how these benefits might be estimated. 
Input-output models for many of the sub-basins of the Colorado River 
are being completed by the Economic Research Service. If these models 
were programmed together such that the exports and imports of each sub-
basin from or to any other sub-basin could be distinguished, water could 
be al l ocated to any basin and the effect evaluated for each basin and 
sector within each basin. The effect of water transfers upon each 
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sector or basin could likewise be traced and evaluated . 
This whole evaluation could prove to be very enlightening, especially 
if some optimizing technique was used to maximize the return of water to 
the economy. If the production function of each sector was a l so pro -
grammed into the model so that non-linear production functions could be 
assumed and/o r if the effect of increasing the water supply of a sector 
could be evaluated, additional r ealism would result and water could be 
optimally al located such that the net return from water to society is 
maximized . 
To say the least, this proposal would be a gigantic programming 
prob l em . Certain l y one can see that if this proposal was broadened to 
include the full economy, the empirical task and expense may prove to be 
comp l ete l y unfeasible. 
One very important area that has thus fa r been ignored is water 
quality. The effect of a change in water qua lity upon al l water users 
cannot be underestimated. In the future , polution problems may prove to 
be the most demanding problems concerning resource economists . Some 
economists are leading out in this important area. One such economist, 
Herbert Stoevener (1964), has suggested the use of input-output analysis 
in eva luating water quality problems. Input-output analysis is a wise 
choice because some sectors will be affected more than others by changes 
in water quality, and the effect on any sector may be as important as the 
effect of a change in water quality has on the whole. 
The justification fo r the construction of irrigation projects may be 
made more defensible if input-output analysis is used . Lofting (1965) 
points out that if input-output mod e ls were developed fo r many regions 
and changes in demand determined, input-output ana l ys is could be used to 
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justify governmenta l investment in a proj ect because sufficient demand 
ex i sts or wil l ex ist for that proj ec t's production rather than by assum-
ing that if some project is built the demand for its products wi ll be 
found in some unknown manner. As Lofting points out, " ... for the 
greate st eff i c iency in investment planning, it is necessary t o begin 
with the structure of the economy and its expected growth and work back 
to the project on an iterative basis rather than begin with the project 
and l et the economy structure itself around the project l arge l y on impact 
considerations, as best it can. " (Loftin& 1965, p. 21) 
Any or a ll of the above app lications of input-output ana l ysis may 
never be empirically tried, but theoretically, each is within the realm 
of feasible approximat i on, but each may be empirically impossible. How-
e ver, one can certainly see that there is still a great amount of 
territory to be t ried or walked over using this technique, 
Water requirements and cos t s of water 
fo r sectors within an economy 
The determination of indirec t water values depends upon r ea listic 
es timations of the water required or used by each sector and t he co st of 
obtaining that water. It is easi l y recognized that water requirements 
taken f rom other areas will probably be different from the area studied. 
Therefo r e , before the procedur e outlined in this thesis can be depended 
upon a s an indicator of direct plus indirect water values of each sector, 
e stimations of water use and costs must be determined using primary data. 
However, the water used by similar sectors in two localities may not be 
significantly different, but this premise has neither been validated nor 
fa lsified empirically. 
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The empirica l estimation of water use and co sts fo r many sectors of 
a n economy (such a s trade and service sectors) wou l d proba bly be the fi r st 
study of its kind . The importance of water as an input of production 
cou ld also be e stimated for many sectors of an economy. 
This data could be used in seve r a l economic problems. The importance 
of this data to input-output analysis has been stressed. Simulat ion 
models would find this da t a very important i f water trans fe rs were being 
eva luat ed i n light of the hydrologic problems of such a transfer. In 
short, this data would fill a void in the knowledge that man has of him-
self and hi s environment . 
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Glossary of Terms 
Primary or direct benefits--are the values of the immediate products or 
services resulting from the measures for which project cost and 
associated are incurred, (Gardner and LeBaron, 1966) 
Seconda ry or indirect benefits --are the values added over and above the 
values of immediate products or services of the project as a result 
of activities stemming from or induced by the project. (Gardner 
and LeBaron, 1966) 
Project costs --are the values of the goods and services used for the 
establishment, maintenance, and operation of the project. (Gardner 
and LeBaron, 1966) 
Associated costs- - are the va lues of goods and services needed over and 
above those includ ed in the cost of the project itself to make the 
immediate products or services of the project available for use or 
sale. (Gardner and LeBaron, 1966) 
Secondary costs --are the values of any goods and services which are used 
on the cost side as a result of the project. (Gardner and LeBaron, 
1966) 
Stemming from--are those benefits that accrue to the project as a result 
of the processing of goods produced by the project. The increase in 
net income of a grain milling plant as a result of the greater 
avai l abi lity of wheat coming from the project might be an examp l e. 
Induced by--are those benefits caused by the monetary payments of 
producers of goods and services on the project. The increase in 
the net profits of a farm implement dealer might be an example . 
Margina l va lue product (MVP)--marginal physical product times marginal 
revenue or change in total receipts divided by change in the 
quantity of the input or service . 
Value of the marginal product (VMP)--margina l physical product times the 
product price . MPPa . Px = VMP 
Consumptive use--the l oss imposed upon society by the inability to carry 
on some desirable uses of the water in question, alternatively, the 
extra costs in the way of purifying process and so forth made 
necessary if the subsequent us es are not abandoned. (Hershleifer, 
DeHaven, and Milliman, 1960, 67 p.) 
Technologica l coefficients (Aij's)--each entry indicates the amount of 
commodity i used by sector j, measured in constant prices. These 
are determined by dividing the total amount of commodity i used by 
the total production of sector j. 
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Leontief matrix- - (I - A)!1--this shows the direct plus indirect requirements 
of commodity i used by sector j . This matrix is determined by 
subtracting the matrix (showing the Aij ' s) from an identity ma trix 
and inverting the result. This matrix was then transposed . 
Ma rginal physical product (MPP)--the increased product resulting from the 
use of one more unit of input . The change in total physical product 
divided by the change in the quantity of the input (x) . 
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Table 8. Inter-industry transactions, Utah, 1963 (thousands of dollars) 
Industry producing 1 2 3 4 
1. Crops & others 1,400 13,058 17,537 
2. Dairy & poultry 1,953 
3. Livestock 3,017 7,178 
4 . Metal 17,373 
5. Coal 
6. Petroleum & natural gas 
7. Non-meta l 722 
8. Building--general contractor 
9. Other than building 
10. Special trades 294 121 390 775 
11. Ordnance & transportation equip. 
12. Food 2,300 14,040 13,223 
13. Textiles 
14 . Lumber & wood 167 114 100 135 
15. Printing & publishing 
16. Chemicals 3,392 1,360 
17 . Stone, clay & glass 341 
18. Primary metals 
19. Fabricated metals & machinery 1,976 
20. Miscellaneous manufacturing 15 12 11 214 
21. Rail 184 184 1,930 .8,369 
22. Counnunication 297 154 267 356 
23 . Elec., nat. gas, & sanitation 1,244 799 1,009 7,004 
24. Other transportation 1,835 900 1,234 1,354 
25. Wholesale, durable 3,412 715 1,375 731 
26 . \.fuolesale, non-durable 3,545 1, 399 6,092 1,693 
27. General retail 
28. Food retail 18 
29. Auto & gasoline retail 3,225 1,252 2,772 1,560 
30 . Eating & drinking retail 60 
31. Miscellaneous retail 1,100 360 900 251 
32. F.I.R.E.a 1, 716 899 4,405 2,541 
33. Hotel & lodging 72 
34. Repairs & personal services 2,515 1,090 2,500 172 
35. Bus. & related prof. service 873 
36 . Movies, amusement, & recreation 
37. Nonprofit organizations 202 
38. Medical & health 446 
39. Education 
Households 25,810 15,557 15,726 53,622 
Imports 3,570 599 3,683 34,643 
Inventory depletion 700 527 
Federal government 2,442 894 2,159 18,011 
State & local government 3,960 1,180 4,538 11,916 
Capital consumption 12 2 895 4 2 150 3 2 455 8 2 303 
TOTAL 76,018 62,447 90,484 175,620 
Fire Insurance Real Estate. 
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Industry purchasin~ 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
21,841 
46,330 
14,781 
90 
356 22 
13,865 34 
4 1,550 7,903 326 
2,634 1 2,221 106 
16 5,818 425 1,142 
514 638 34,421 4,582 1,167 708 1,180 
17,441 
22 168 
63 1,950 1,302 105 
7 593 235 
360 30 1,491 529 286 
139 28,420 4,240 676 
64 7,200 1,134 3,141 1,305 
1,329 153 1,654 420 1,560 12,744 908 
77 710 
20 33 543 76 1,172 3,587 148 
84 297 259 497 1,213 2,831 828 92 
828 826 552 467 278 714 1,522 2,854 195 
885 872 1, 308 805 1,352 444 897 1,805 105 
613 1,316 2,296 11' 820 2,679 32,880 7,390 1,767 
630 1,809 310 32,111 8,810 21' 877 6,411 45,872 943 
13 9 729 121 
520 8 
166 2,758 1, 323 1, 589 1,900 352 2,496 13 
5 75 64 347 45 480 21 
28 140 354 5 ,388 1,652 4,700 100 1,331 93 
728 258 1,121 4,420 1,547 3,563 524 5,889 356 
4 58 112 254 80 235 21 
1,234 1,129 722 804 1,003 1,991 1,998 
111 437 1,678 2,469 3,987 2,874 3,226 5,849 270 
44 87 
89 3 82 92 527 164 231 34 
296 22 1,602 15 
4 
11,061 13,850 15,980 41,755 31,643 74,740 128,340 76,884 10,499 
658 24,950 5,452 2,358 17' 971 7,809 203,865 87,502 13,475 
188 1,860 36 501 1,459 247 
1,202 22,344 1,085 1,706 2,610 3,807 19,919 9,569 756 
494 6, 715 971 895 1,493 2,637 4,023 4,813 206 
~ ...1!...2.?2. ~ ____l,_ill_ ~ ~ ~ ~ 250 
22,759 120,440 38,753 195,400 102,800 174,300 411,095 366,500 27,900 
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Table 8. Continued. 
Industry producing 14 15 16 17 
1. Crops & others 
2. Dairy & poultry 
3 . Livestock 
4. Metal 7 345 
5. Coal 26 149 
6. Petroleum & natural gas 16,472 
7. Non-metal 4,583 
8. Building--general contractor 6 
9. Other than building 
10. Special trades 92 41 
11. Ordnance & transportation equip. 
12 . Food 
13. Textiles 
14. Lumber & wood 1,277 28 
15. Printing & publishing 1,734 17 
16. Chemicals 3 133 1,241 675 
17. Stone, clay & glass 5,863 
18. Primary metals 1,669 
19. Fabricated metals & machinery 34 210 662 
20. Miscellaneous manufacturing 324 11 
21. Rail 448 88 2,197 833 
22. Cormnunication 175 331 654 251 
23. Elec., nat. gas, & sanitation 294 470 2,044 1,605 
24. Other transportation 150 1,135 5,020 746 
25. Wholesale, durable 1,201 639 882 823 
26. Wholesale, non-durable 1,520 7,812 7,266 5, 195 
27. General retail 23 46 219 
28. Food retail 
29. Auto & gasoline retail 374 702 489 861 
30. Eating & drinking retail 37 115 48 40 
31. Miscellaneous retail 113 1,454 254 747 
32. F.I.R.E . a 641 860 1,237 1,519 
33. Hotel & lodging 34 59 70 33 
34. Repairs & personal services 93 42 891 1,412 
35 . Bus. & related prof. service 197 908 880 729 
36. Movies, amusement, & recreation 1 62 
37. Nonprofit organizations 47 93 85 73 
38. Medical & health 15 26 
39. Education 4 3 
Households 10,755 26,416 29,379 24,873 
Imports 9,454 13,197 68,694 7,278 
Inventory depletion 45 71 120 203 
Federal government 922 5,389 4,850 2, 745 
State & local government 465 762 2,118 1,754 
Capital consumption 970 2 2 203 52 288 22 652 
TOTAL 29,250 64,800 151,020 68,450 
aFire Insurance Real Estate . 
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Industry 2urchasing 
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
12 10,561 
9,197 
66 17,220 
100,908 45 45 
5, 776 1,190 1,994 88 664 
8,991 
970 5,982 172 
45 7 10 48 
56 459 
396 234 31 60 585 
243 16 2,137 3,002 
93,750 
11 388 
155 5,601 
114 554 97 142 235 32,311 
2,416 2,807 804 2,519 33 14,600 61,700 
1 22 2,545 
15,355 24,1,63 87 42 5,700 
1,208 3,838 49 205 1,240 5 34,202 438 
102 307 910 4, 772 
11, 543 1,450 346 137 106 247 895 1,455 8,348 
503 990 194 143 626 270 1,029 3,391 2,041 
5,678 1,816 144 1,051 572 1,583 707 1,388 1,660 
2,057 1,390 305 L,O 78 164 2,090 2,146 11,982 
154 12,812 158 330 2,108 132 4,750 37,840 13,922 
14,882 3,647 1,368 6,175 1,851 1,139 8,408 2,511 73,637 
95 75 11 7 229 21 
2 169 16 3 10 
320 1,077 16 197 656 722 1,982 3,338 5, 719 
141 98 9 305 54 956 1,443 3,423 
3,320 982 166 1,481 516 517 573 1,974 3,318 
3,503 4,277 334 1,278 1,755 1,370 3,877 11,187 8,313 
117 139 9 25 259 452 1,497 1,169 
29 6 11 123 418 227 1,275 944 1,246 
2,667 2,123 233 858 1, 727 1,048 2,232 2,517 4,999 
46 113 25 18 
570 69 31 47 89 59 394 368 731 
666 18 39 13 960 699 
66 6 
89,768 60,050 6,670 60,999 28,159 38,216 53,632 85,488 106,291 
101,659 36,353 13,962 17,819 12,541 26,229 6,406 310,800 468,674 
716 329 190 603 6 3,549 407 
23,782 8,828 891 13,361 9,014 8,255 3,541 8,365 22,347 
13, 7 55 1,909 342 6,043 3,814 6,481 5,222 7,255 8,939 
~~~~ ~ 10,245~~~ 
416,500 181,600 26,523 121,820 72,473 112,736 104,290 555,193 995,007 
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Table 8. Continued . 
Industry producing 27 28 29 30 
1. Crops & others 79 18 
2. Dairy & poultry 
3. Livestock 
4. Metal 
5. Coal 
6. Petroleum & natural gas 167 
7. Non-metal 
8 . Building--general contractor 464 21 
9 . Other than building 
10 . Special trades 231 848 142 
11. Ordnance & transportation equip. 
12 . Food 45,025 14,939 
13. Textiles 2,576 
14. Lumber & wood 127 505 1,018 
15. Printing & publishing 2,752 1,081 935 54 
16. Chemicals 26,203 4 
17. Stone, clay & glass 
18. Primary metals 6,219 
19. Fabricated metals & machinery 836 
20 . Miscellaneous manufacturing 
21. Rail 2,389 1,117 2 
22. Communication 492 411 940 299 
23. Elec . , nat. gas, & sanitation 1,115 1,805 1,420 1,588 
24. Other transportation 577 442 1,961 45 
25. Wholesale, durable 6,090 3,740 54,314 1, 776 
26. Wholesale, non- durable 16,191 166,381 44,619 12,627 
27. General retail 
28. Food retail 51 3,483 
29. Auto & gasoline retail 53 841 727 367 
30 . Eating & drinking retail 34 8 39 17 
31. Miscellaneous retail 31 1,303 777 1,241 
32. F.I.R.E.a 2,928 6,110 4,440 2,367 
33. Hotel & lodging 54 116 67 9 
34. Repairs & personal services 605 1,165 3,498 884 
35. Bus. & related prof. service 5,073 5,082 2,702 1,138 
36. Movies, amusement, & recreation 97 
37. Nonprofit organizations 114 191 96 125 
38. Medical & health 489 554 213 60 
39. Education 3 
Households 38,862 34,540 50,345 27,837 
Imports 89,442 3,503 146,228 1,767 
Inventory depletion 1,025 1,643 603 22 
Federal government 4,463 2,206 2,048 2,136 
State & local government 2,823 1,649 1, 716 808 
Capital consumption 22 831 22 738 1 2 500 1 2 998 
TOTAL 181,600 281,400 354,620 76,850 
aFire Insurance Real Estate. 
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IndustrY eurchasing 
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 
178 
12 115 
329 
5 
316 4,616 32 181 150 7,884 233 14,543 
33 2,431 
787 5, 498 201 397 48 48 57 96 689 
12 174 281 
2,301 138 11 
3,964 22 81 7 210 
2,086 1,383 60 39 37 314 33 467 
1,850 449 258 
3,752 4 3 
3,168 10 
1,822 1,677 11 394 
1,665 86 10 75 19 1 2 
2,058 2,791 892 772 3,862 415 553 1,056 616 
2, 339 3,462 1, 913 1,787 1,805 1,020 946 1,857 1,365 
1,849 171 35 68 162 29 116 172 73 
32,410 41 10,397 1,180 3,074 2,234 2,340 
63,760 1, 536 5,189 9,907 2,434 3,002 3,046 9,586 1,586 
58 11 135 1,047 1,897 1,143 351 401 
3 22 80 242 1,422 152 
2,650 2,564 123 1,365 1, 224 113 204 518 170 
263 461 12 59 262 45 64 53 
1,657 5,990 392 1,141 1,491 1,230 844 2,032 1, 201 
9,905 16,090 2,752 4,146 3,361 2,749 3,236 4,152 1,996 
505 169 16 158 663 43 101 79 
1,203 267 1,181 1,245 446 328 361 736 1, 027 
8,014 5,811 968 2,062 1,759 2,333 1,961 1,255 122 
45 1 10 8 6,098 301 15 
722 909 84 138 426 118 2, 736 1,177 7 
274 23 2,393 1,325 24 
184 158 17, 510 16 
88,866 187,995 13,392 58,638 60,886 9,606 27,602 59,085 40,675 
129,053 25,900 276 910 10, 537 1,155 6,376 2,205 5,814 
1, 710 14 993 4 49 3 
6,390 38,256 861 4, 194 4, 770 1,017 795 1,826 1,738 
5,336 10,834 1,551 2,742 1,612 730 908 583 33 
~~ 3,904~~ ~ 3,890 ~ 
78,790 385 ,200 325,810 34,025 107,046 103,246 34,994 86,658 96,232 
\ 
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Table 8. Continued. 
1. 
2. 
3 . 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20 . 
21. 
22. 
2J . 
24 . 
25. 
26 . 
27 . 
28. 
29 . 
30 . 
31. 
32 . 
33 . 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
Industry producing 
Crops & others 
Dairy & poultry 
Livestock 
Metal 
Coal 
Petroleum & natural gas 
Non-metal 
Building--gen. contractor 
Other than building 
Special trades 
Ordnance & trans. equip. 
Food 
Tex tiles 
Lumber & wood 
Printing & publishing 
Chemicals 
Stone, clay & glass 
Primary metals 
Fab. metals & machinery 
Miscellaneous mfg . 
Rail 
Communication 
Elec., na~. gas & sanitation 
Other transportation 
Wholesale, durable 
Wholesale, non-durable 
Gener a l retail 
Food retail 
Auto & gasoline retai l 
Eating & drinking retail 
Miscellaneous retail 
F.I.R.E.a 
Hote l & lodging 
Repairs & personal services 
Bus . & related prof. service 
Movies, amuse . & recreation 
Nonprofit organizations 
Medical & health 
Education 
Households 
Imports 
Inventory depletion 
Federal government 
State & local government 
Capital consumption 
TOTAL 
aFire Insurance Real Estate . 
House-
holds 
4,954 
3,850 
3,484 
731 
219 
411 
1,950 
12,140 
1,572 
67,183 
4,227 
418 
8,848 
1 
2,272 
1,756 
4,558 
25,473 
33 ,196 
19,108 
25,701 
38,939 
156,625 
261,307 
251,180 
38,952 
292,986 
146,072 
1,786 
56,702 
9,586 
22,435 
64,868 
79,780 
16' 114 
32,534 
101,592 
221,649 
114,846 
2,130,005 
Federal Federa l State & 
govt. govt. 
def. non-def. 
362 
1, 583 
17, 488 
178 
6 
6 
22 
34 
6 
132 
5,699 
432 
503 
2,020 
2,280 
811 
8 
16 
497 
1,304 
281 
274 
2,301 
104,260 
3,285 
5,418 
384 
149, 590 
8,373 
2,180 
885 
842 
194 
1,122 
1,187 
194 
1, 726 
777 
1,964 
9,236 
1,662 
2,287 
1,036 
993 
2,028 
432 
928 
647 
539 
971 
604 
2,460 
1,640 
410 
324 
146,787 
5,784 
16,444 
1,144 
21;5,800 
loca l 
govt. 
84 
18 
4 
9 
8 
4 
614 
12,395 
8,836 
2, 137 
227 
127 
88 
1,762 
1,011 
1,152 
775 
1,132 
540 
294 
1, 726 
14,147 
656 
13,848 
13,618 
455 
862 
16,587 
108 
15,900 
18,703 
41 
3,099 
3, 774 
217 
10,152 
2, 772 
16,373 
156,348 
8,353 
9,037 
3, 926 
341,919 
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Inven- Capital Total 
tory forma- Govt. Govt. Western Other gross 
a ccurn. tion de f. non-def. Foreign states u.s. output 
5,558 731 76,018 
972 62,447 
29,797 14,937 90,484 
25,350 850 29,867 175,620 
11,882 56 22,759 
2,840 56,474 21 , 231 120,440 
12,182 3, 329 38,753 
3,235 127,822 8,472 195,400 
28 42,081 12,103 7, 754 102,800 
2,373 89,900 69 1,059 10,288 174,300 
4,825 264,514 2,782 19,797 112,207 411,095 
439 388 44 75,288 20,898 366,500 
233 13,850 3,654 27,900 
427 1,210 5,663 3,385 29,250 
44 3,845 3,812 64,800 
465 2l ,490 4,682 151,020 
1,310 8,317 7,661 68 , 450 
224,839 120,552 416,500 
1,093 7,432 3,487 22,931 47,555 26,543 181,600 
89 11,870 6,559 26,523 
10 1,158 25,674 25,485 121,820 
6,840 3,410 72,473 
285 2,593 112,736 
53 27,138 7,480 104,290 
6, 972 26,290 48 11,927 183,021 23,772 555,193 
18,336 3,680 6,307 243,662 60,849 995,007 
1,334 14,313 2,2.32 181,600 
9,480 3,110 281,400 
1,206 7,784 24,114 6,027 354,620 
19,321 8,739 76,850 
3,510 4,519 12,565 3,542 385,200 
13,750 10,887 1, 773 325 , 810 
57 16,067 8,791 34,025 
155 7,420 2,108 107,046 
304 5,253 1,243 103,246 
105 3,812 1,049 34,994 
77 638 86,658 
797 96,232 
3, 717 10,110 534 10 ,920 2,744 78,790 
2,274,421 
2,041,781 
17,823 
522,042 
77,580 331,905 
44,989 313,946 304,887 
211,439 
125,194 35,696 1,224,156 513,229 12,310,060 
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Table 9. Direct requirements per dollar output, Utah, 1963 
Industry producing 1 2 3 4 
1. Crops & others .01860 • 20911 . 19382 
--2. Dairy & poultry .03127 
3. Livestock .04831 .07933 
4. Metal 
. 09923 
5 . Coal 
6. Petroleum & natural gas 
7. Non-metal 
.00412 
8. Building--general contractor 
9. Other than building 
10. Special trades .00391 .00194 .00431 
.00442 
11. Ordnance & transportation 
equipment (def.) 
12. Food .03053 .22483 .14614 
13. Textiles 
14. Lumber & wood .00222 .00183 .00110 .00077 
15 . Printing & publishing 
16. Chemicals .04504 .00776 
17. Stone, clay & glass .00195 
18. Primary metals 
19. Fabricated metals & machinery .01128 
20. Miscellaneous manufacturing .00020 .00019 .00012 .00122 
21. Rail .00245 .00295 .02133 .04779 
22. Communication .00395 .00247 .00295 .00204 
23. Electricity, natur al gas, & 
sanitation .01651 .01279 • 01115 .04000 
24. Other transportation .02436 .01441 .01364 .00773 
25. Wholesale, durable .04530 .01145 .01519 .00417 
26 . Wholesale, non-durable .04706 .02240 .06733 .00966 
27. Genera l retail 
28 . Food retail .00010 
29. Auto & gasoline retail .04284 .02005 .03063 .00891 
30. Eating & drinking retail .00034 
31. Miscellaneous retail .01460 .00576 .00995 .00143 
32. F.I.R.E.a .02278 .01440 . 04868 .01451 
33. Hotel & lodging .00041 
34. Repairs & personal services .03339 . 01746 .02763 .00098 
35. Business & personal services .00498 
36. Movies, amusement, & 
recreation 
37. Nonprofit organizations .00115 
38. Medical & health .00255 
39. Education 
40. Households . 34265 .24912 .17380 .30625 
aFire Insurance Real Estate . 
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Direct purchases per dollar of output 
5 6 8 9 10 11 12 
.05984 
.12692 
.04049 
.00087 
.00919 .00006 
.11512 .00008 
.00018 .00800 .07691 .00089 
. 01361 .00001 .00001 .00540 .00029 
• 00071 .03005 .00414 .Ofl278 
. 02278 .01646 .17784 .04458 . 00672 . 00172 .00323 
• 04778 
.00006 
. 00279 . 01008 .00749 .00026 
.00004 .00144 . 00064 
.01595 .00015 .01450 .00129 .00078 
.00615 .14683 .04126 .00389 
.00165 .03720 .01103 .01808 .00317 
• 01103 .00395 .00854 .00409 .00898 .03100 .00249 
.00199 .00194 
. 00089 . 00017 .00528 . 00043 .00285 .00983 
.00372 .00766 . 00133 .00484 .00698 .00689 .00227 
.03669 .00686 .01425 .00241 .00270 • 00411 . 00370 .00782 
.03921 • 00724 .03375 .00416 .01315 . 00256 .00218 . 00494 
. 02716 .01093 .05924 .06107 .02607 .18918 .01798 .00484 
. 02791 .01502 .00800 .16590 .08573 . 12587 .01559 .12566 
. 00057 .00005 .00177 .00033 
.00143 
.00735 . 07117 .00683 .01546 .01093 .00086 .00684 
. 00022 . 00038 .00062 .00201 .00011 . 00132 
.00124 .00116 .00913 .02784 .01607 . 02705 .00024 .00365 
.03225 . 00214 .02893 .02284 .01505 .02050 .00128 . 01613 
.00017 .00030 .00109 .00146 .00019 .00064 
. 05467 .02913 .00373 .00782 . 00577 .00484 .00547 
. 00492 . 00363 . 04330 .01276 . 03879 .01654 . 00785 .01602 
• 00011 .00024 
. 00394 . 00008 .00042 .00090 .00303 .00040 .00063 
.00764 • 00013 .00390 .00004 
. 00001 
.49002 .11500 . 41235 . 21572 .30792 . 43003 • 31219 • 21062 
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Table 9. Continued 
Industry producing 13 14 15 16 
l. Crops & others 
2. Dairy & poultry 
3. Livestock 
4. Metal .00024 
5. Coal .00017 
6. Petroleum & natural gas .10916 
7. Non-metal 
8. Building- -general contractor 
9. Other than building 
10. Special trades .00142 
11. Ordnance & transportation 
equipment (clef . ) 
12. Food 
13. Textiles .00607 
14. Lumber & wood .04373 
15. Printing & publishing .02679 
16. Chemicals .00010 .00205 .00823 
17. Stone, clay & glass 
18. Primary metals 
19. Fabricated metals & machinery . 00053 .00139 
20. Miscellaneous manufacturing .00214 
21. Rail .00535 .01534 . 00136 . 01456 
22. Connnunications . 00333 .00599 .00512 .00433 
23. Electricity, natural gas, & 
sanitation .00705 .01007 .00726 .01354 
24. Other transportation .00379 .00514 .01753 .03327 
25 . Wholesale, durable .04112 .00987 .00585 
26. Wholesale, non-durable • 03419 .05205 .12069 .04815 
27. General retail .00079 .00071 .00145 
28. Food retail . 00029 
29. Auto & gasoline retail . 00047 .01281 . 01084 .00324 
30. Eating & drinking retail .00076 .00126 • 00177 . 00032 
31. Miscellaneous retail . 00336 .00387 .02246 .00168 
32. a .01287 .02194 .01329 .00820 F.I.R.E. 
33. Hotel & lodging .00076 • 00116 . 00091 .00047 
34. Repairs & personal services .00319 .00065 .00591 
35. Business & personal services .00977 .00674 .01403 .00583 
36. Movies, amusement, & 
recreation .00003 .00041 
37. Nonprofit organizations .00123 .00161 .00144 .00056 
38 . Medical & health .00023 
39. Education .00014 
40. Households .37967 . 36826 . 40810 .19469 
aFire I nsurance Real Estate. 
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Direct purchases per dollar o f output 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
.00054 
.00506 • 24228 .000 37 
.00219 . 01387 .00659 . 01779 .00084 
.08018 
. 06715 .00233 . 03307 .00141 
.00009 .00025 .00006 .00014 
.00045 
.00060 .00095 . 00130 . 00030 
. 00927 .00013 
.00006 
. 00041 . 00085 
. 00025 .00063 .00456 .00134 .00127 . 00225 
.00989 .00580 .01552 .00661 . 02246 . 00032 
. 08 591 .00001 . 00021 
.02445 .03687 .135 25 . 00071 
.00970 .00290 .0 2122 .00187 .00168 • 01106 .00005 
.00016 .00024 .001 70 
.01221 . 02771 .00801 .01321 .00112 .00146 .00220 . 00858 
. 00367 .001 21 .00547 .00740 .0011 7 .00864 .00 241 . 00987 
.0235 2 . 0136 3 .01004 . 00550 .00865 .00789 .01411 .00678 
. 01093 .00494 .00769 .01164 .00033 . 00108 .00146 .02004 
.01206 .00037 . 07093 .00603 .00272 .02909 .00118 .04556 
. 0761 3 . 03573 . 02016 .05223 .05077 . 02554 .01016 . 08063 
. 00052 .00061 . 00015 . 00007 
. 00001 . 00139 .00022 .00003 
.01262 . 00077 .0059 5 .00061 .00162 . 00905 .00643 .01900 
. 00058 .00034 .00054 .00035 .00421 .00048 .0091 7 
. 01094 .00797 . 00543 .00634 . 01218 . 00712 .00462 .00549 
. 02226 . 00841 .02364 . 0127 5 .01051 . 02421 .01222 .03717 
. 00048 . 00028 . 00077 . 00034 . 00034 .00231 .00433 
.02069 .00007 . 00003 .00042 .00101 .00577 .00203 . 01223 
. 01068 .00640 . 01174 .00890 .00705 .02383 .00935 .02140 
.00175 .00156 . 00022 .00017 
.00107 .00137 . 00038 .00119 . 00039 .00123 .00052 .00378 
.00038 .00160 . 00069 .00032 .00013 
. 00004 .00016 .00005 
.36446 • 21553 .33198 .25464 .50152 .38854 . 34081 .51429 
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Tab l e 9. Continued 
Industry producing 25 26 27 28 
1. Crops & other .00002 .01062 .00028 
2. Dairy & poultry .00924 
3. Livestock .01732 
4. Metal .00008 
5. Coal .00067 
6. Petrol eum & natural gas 
7. Non-metal 
8 . Building--general contractor .00008 . 00258 
9. Other than build ing .00084 
10. Special trades .00011 .00059 .00082 
11. Ordnance & transportation 
equipment (clef.) .00387 . 00302 
12. Food .09426 .16094 
13. Textil es .00070 .01427 
14. Lumber & wood .01015 . 00070 .00181 
15. Printing & publishing . 03248 .01524 .00386 
16. Chemicals .02647 . 06204 
17. Stone, clay & glass .00461 
18. Primary metals .00008 .00573 
19. Fabricated metals & machinery .06200 .00044 
20 . Miscellaneous manufacturing .00165 .00480 
21. Rail .00264 .00839 . 01322 
22. Connnunication .00615 . 00205 . 00273 .00147 
23. Electricity, natural gas, & 
sanitation .00252 .00167 . 00617 .00646 
24 . Other transportation .00388 .01205 .00320 . 00158 
25. Wholesal e, durable .06860 .01400 • 03372 • 01337 
26. Wholesale, non-durable . 00455 .07404 .08967 . 59474 
27. General retail .00041 .00002 
28. Food retail . 00001 .00018 
29 . Auto & gasoline retail .00605 .00575 .00029 .00301 
30. Eating & drinking retail . 00262 . 00344 .00019 .00003 
31. Miscellaneous retail .00358 .00333 . 00017 .00466 
32. F. I. R. E. a .02038 .00835 .01621 .02184 
33. Hotel & lodging .00272 . 00118 . 00030 .00041 
34. Repairs & persona l services .00171 .00125 . 00335 . 00416 
35. Business & personal services .00456 .00502 .02809 .01817 
36 . Movies, amusement, & 
recreation 
37. Nonprofit organizations .00067 .00074 . 00063 .00068 
38. Medical & heal th .00174 .00070 .00271 .00198 
39. Education 
40. Households .15497 .10687 .21521 .12346 
aFire Insurance Real Estate . 
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Direct purchases pe r dollar of output 
29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 
.00005 . 00510 
• 00034 
.00086 
.00047 
.00006 .00082 .01417 .00094 . 00171 .00430 
. 00009 
.00239 .00185 . 00205 .01688 .00591 .00374 .00047 .00137 
.19445 .00003 
.00600 .00134 
.01325 . 01034 .00021 .000 78 
.00263 .00070 . 00544 .00425 .00176 .00038 .00106 
.07402 .00005 .00482 
.00978 . 00011 
.0 1757 . 00827 
. 00237 . 01765 . 04799 
.00316 .00003 . 00434 .00026 .00029 .00073 .00054 
.00266 .00389 . 00537 . 00857 .02623 . 00728 . 03741 . 01188 
. 00402 . 02067 . 00610 . 0106 3 . 05624 .01685 . 01748 . 02919 
.00554 . 00058 . 00482 . 00052 . 00103 .00065 .00157 . 00083 
. 15342 .02312 . 0845 2 . 00013 .09804 . 01143 
.12603 .16436 .16626 .00471 .15256 . 09342 .02357 . 08591 
.00015 .00003 . 00397 . 00987 . 01837 
. 04533 .00001 . 00065 .00077 
. 00205 . 00478 . 00691 .00787 .00361 . 01287 . 01186 .00324 
. 00011 .00022 . 00068 . 00141 .00035 . 00055 .00254 .00128 
. 00219 .01615 .00432 . 01839 .01153 . 01076 . 01441 .03520 
. 01254 .03081 . 02582 . 04938 . 08092 . 03909 .03255 .07867 
. 00019 • 00012 . 00132 . 00052 . 00047 . 00149 .00642 .00123 
.00988 . 01150 . 00313 . 00082 .03473 . 01174 . 00432 . 00938 
. 00763 .01481 .0 2089 .01783 . 02846 . 01944 .01704 .06676 
. 00126 . 00118 .00029 . 00008 .17450 
.00027 . 00163 . 00189 .00279 .00247 . 00130 . 00412 .00337 
.00060 . 00078 . 00084 . 00021 
.00001 . 00174 . 001 53 
.14221 .36234 . 23173 • 57701 . 39375 .55291 .5897 5 .27489 
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Table 9 . Continued 
Industry producing 
1 . Crops & others 
2. Dairy & poultry 
3. Livestock 
4. Me tal 
5 . Coa l 
6. Petroleum & natura l gas 
7 . Non-metal 
8 . Building--general contractor 
9 . Other than building 
10. Special trades 
11 . Ordnance & transportation 
equipment (de£.) 
12. Food 
13. Textile s 
14 . Lumber & wood 
15. Printing & publishing 
16. Chemicals 
17 . Stone , clay & glass 
18. Primary metals 
19 . Fabricated metals & machinery 
20. Miscellaneous manufacturing 
21 . Ra il 
22. Communication 
23 . Electricity , natura l gas , & 
sanita tion 
24. Ot her transportat ion 
25. Wholesale , durable 
26 . Wholesal e , non-durable 
27 . Gener a l retail 
28 . Food retail 
29 . Auto & gasoline r e t a il 
30 . Eating & drinking reta il 
31 . Miscellaneous r e t a il 
32 . F. I. R.E.a 
33. Hotel & lodging 
34 . Repairs & persona l s er vices 
35. Business & persona l s e r vi ces 
36. Movies , amusement, & 
recr eation 
37. Nonprofit organizations 
38 . Medical & health 
39 . Educa t ion 
40 . Households 
Fire I nsura nce Real Es t ate . 
Direc t purchases per dollar of output 
37 38 39 40 
.09098 
.00066 
.00362 
.00001 
. 00638 
• 01092 
.00134 
. 03547 
.03515 
. 01319 
.00279 
.00236 
.00074 
. 00974 
.03734 
. 00117 
.00417 
.02263 
. 00347 
. 03157 
.02761 
. 20206 
. 31851 
.00007 
.00242 
. 00100 
.00181 
.00007 
. 00034 
.00467 
.00011 
.00001 
.01097 
.01930 
.00179 
.02322 
. 09962 
. 0036 5 
.01478 
.00538 
.00055 
. 02111 
.04315 
. 00082 
. 00765 
. 01304 
.01223 
.01377 
.61401 
. 00146 
. 00006 
.18458 
.03085 
.00875 
.00357 
.00014 
.00266 
• 00593 
. 00327 
. 00004 
.00013 
.00500 
.00003 
.00782 
.01732 
. 00093 
. 02970 
. 02013 
.00509 
. 00193 
.00216 
. 01524 
. 02533 
.01304 
. 00155 
. 00019 
.00009 
. 00030 
. 00020 
. 51624 
.00233 
.00181 
. 00163 
.00035 
.00010 
.00019 
.00091 
.00570 
.00074 
. 03154 
. 00198 
.00020 
.00415 
.00001 
.00107 
. 00082 
.00214 
. 01196 
. 01558 
. 00897 
.01207 
. 01828 
. 07353 
.12268 
.11792 
. 01829 
. 13755 
.06858 
.00084 
. 02662 
. 00450 
.01053 
. 03045 
. 03746 
.00757 
.01527 
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Table 10 . In ter-industry transactions, Utah, 1963a 
1. Crops & others 
2. Dairy & poultry 
3. Live stock 
4. Meta l 
5. Coa l 
6. Petroleum & natural gas 
7. Non-metal 
B. Building--general contractor 
9 . Other than building 
10. Special trades 
11. Ordnance & Transportation 
equipment (de f.) 
12 . Food 
13. Textiles 
14. Lumber & wood 
15. Printing & publishing 
16. Chemicals 
17. Stone , clay & gl as s 
18. Primary metals 
19 . Fabricated metals & machinery 
20. Miscellaneous manu fac turing 
21 . Ra il 
22 . Communications 
23. Electricity, natural gas, & 
sanita tion 
24. Other transportation 
25 . Wholesale durable 
26 . Wholesale, non-durable 
27. General retail 
28. Food retail 
29. Auto & gasoline retail 
30 . Ea ting & drinking retail 
31. Miscellaneous retail 
32. F.I.R.E .a 
33 . Hotel & lodging 
34. Repairs & personal services 
35. Business & personal services 
36. Movies, amusement, & 
recreation 
37. Nonprofit organizations 
38 . Medical & health 
39 . Education 
1 . 02458 
. 26028 
.23643 
.00066 
.00145 
.00059 
.00105 
.00695 
.00345 
.00488 
.00068 
.11349 
. 00117 
.00193 
• 00418 
.00179 
.00308 
.001 52 
. 00114 
. 00179 
.00189 
.00112 
.00057 
.00312 
. 00056 
.03087 
.00300 
.03705 
.00432 
.02910 
.00548 
. 00060 
.00515 
.00325 
. 00121 
,01031 
.00295 
. 00430 
.00316 
. 00643 
1. 07024 
. 02722 
.00058 
. 00127 
.00051 
.00092 
.00606 
.00301 
.00392 
.00059 
.14802 
.00103 
. 00169 
.00366 
. 00156 
. 00268 
. 00133 
.00100 
.00155 
.00156 
. 00102 
. 00050 
. 00281 
.00050 
.02684 
.00262 
. 03992 
.00371 
. 03524 
. 00477 
.00054 
. 00449 
. 00284 
. 00109 
.00387 
.00289 
. 00390 
.00417 
. 00377 
.07050 
1.09899 
. 00061 
. 00130 
. 00053 
.00094 
.00627 
. 00311 
.00402 
.00061 
. 06028 
. 00105 
.00174 
. 00376 
.00162 
. 00278 
. 00139 
.00102 
. 00161 
. 00218 
. 00097 
.00051 
.00274 
.00046 
.02790 
. 00272 
.02642 
.00385 
. 01774 
. 00494 
.00053 
. 00464 
.00292 
.00106 
.00353 
.00252 
.00363 
.00244 
4 
.00066 
.00061 
.00078 
1.11092 
. 00055 
.00058 
.00147 
.01511 
.00571 
. 00655 
.00232 
.00068 
.00012 
.00066 
. 00049 
. 00032 
. 01457 
.27975 
.03908 
.00029 
.00087 
. 00027 
. 00060 
.00052 
.00292 
. 00202 
.00039 
.00143 
.00580 
.0007 6 
.00319 
. 00050 
.00056 
. 00071 
.00098 
.0029 1 
. 00247 
.00053 
.0035 0 
104 
5 8 9 10 11 12 13 
.00055 .00904 .00029 .00068 .00009 . 00530 .00052 .04320 .00018 
.00062 .00508 .00047 .00082 .00008 .00551 .00050 . 28230 .00016 
.00062 .00521 .00045 .001 36 .00011 .00838 • 00065 .19727 .00019 
.00105 .00589 .00533 .00055 .00006 .00564 .00014 .002 73 .00005 
1.00088 . 00647 .00090 . 00137 .00083 .02435 .00034 .00590 . 00010 
.00030 1.13115 .00048 .00009 .00002 .00017 . 00013 . 00237 .00003 
.00975 . 00312 1.00048 .00086 .0001 2 .01813 .00048 .00434 . 00023 
. 00190 .00420 .02259 l. 01486 . 03076 • 18507 .00126 . 02797 .00039 
. 00143 . 00419 .08078 .00076 1.00425 .04753 .00060 • 01397 .00026 
.00082 .00304 . 00134 .00111 .00025 1.00811 .00134 .01828 . 00045 
.00047 . 00113 .001 51 .00568 .00299 . 00315 1. 00017 .00275 .00007 
.00058 . 00394 .001 25 . 00104 .00007 .00571 .00068 1.11668 . 00019 
.00019 . 00111 . 00005 . 00043 .00003 .00044 .00014 ,00482 1. 00615 
. 00033 .00207 . 00021 .00074 .00009 .00083 .00042 .00792 . 00010 
.00036 . 00259 . 00015 .00060 .00006 .00227 .00054 .01700 .00021 
. 00058 . 12653 .00019 .00035 .00004 .00047 .00027 .00726 .00007 
.00427 .00557 .07416 .00096 .00009 .00325 .00047 .01244 .0001 6 
.01507 . 00424 .00397 .00061 . 00008 . 00322 . 00021 .00616 .00009 
.00947 .00447 .03463 .00094 . 00013 .00335 .00048 .00468 .00022 
.00022 . 00124 .00017 . 00052 .00007 .00054 .00951 • 00719 .00007 
. 00029 .00232 . 00157 . 00036 .00048 . 00050 .00035 .00732 .00011 
. 00025 .00144 .0001 6 .00083 .00007 .00083 .00026 . 00508 .0001 3 
.01825 .09533 .00049 .00038 . 00004 . 00090 .00009 .00237 . 00006 
. 00118 .00227 . 00027 . 00133 .00013 .00174 .00056 . 01379 . 00014 
. 00077 .00448 . 00280 . 00070 . 00096 ,00106 .00427 .00255 .00082 
.00104 .00972 .00029 .00054 . 00006 . 00200 • 00354 .12340 .00009 
.00028 . 00185 .00024 .00313 .00015 . 00119 .00050 .01209 .01446 
.00088 .00727 .00045 .00100 . 00009 .00354 .00230 . 25376 .00017 
.00068 .01243 .00067 .00058 .00018 .00331 • 00115 . 01715 .00018 
.00078 .00507 .00045 .00118 .00010 .00439 . 00097 .25007 .00022 
.00144 .00359 • 00114 . 00176 .00026 .00348 .00100 .02206 . 00621 
.00031 .00150 .00042 .01564 . 00051 .02093 .00010 .00263 .00017 
.00129 .0073 3 .00020 . 00288 .00013 .00859 .00063 .02076 .00023 
.00055 .00337 .00043 • 00312 .00027 .00554 .00081 • 01313 .00035 
.00060 .00251 .00075 .00159 . 00015 .00175 . 00021 . 00532 • 00177 
.00148 .00537 .00237 .00772 . 00030 . 00562 . 00051 . 01618 .00046 
.00071 . 0031 5 .00379 .• 13551 .01063 . 02873 .00057 .01259 .00048 
.00058 . 00403 .00029 .00507 . 00027 .00324 .00056 .01985 .00026 
. 00087 .00360 .00706 . 18796 . 03672 . 04530 .00051 .01416 .00044 
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Table 10. Continued 
14 15 16 17 
1. Crops & others .00340 . 00326 • 05776 .00069 
2. Dairy & poul try .00346 .00412 .02338 .00055 
3. Livestock .00275 .00576 .02588 .00074 
4 . Metal • 00115 .00129 . 01312 .00260 
5. Coal . 00374 .00220 . 02263 . 00740 
6. Petroleum & natural gas .00021 .00079 .00229 .00012 
7. Non-metal .00135 .00189 . 01131 .00089 
8. Building-- general contractor .01414 .00907 . 02438 .16632 
9. Other than building .00135 .00466 . 02724 .04620 
10. Special trades .01080 .00595 .01834 . 00605 
11. Ordnance & transportation 
equipment (def.) .00070 . 00243 .00453 .00122 
12. Food .00113 .00719 .02018 .00044 
13 . Textiles .00011 .00156 . 00308 .00013 
14 . Lumber & wood 1.04642 .00266 . 00755 . 00046 
15 . Printing & publishing .00060 1. 03294 .02568 .00049 
16. Chemicals .00023 .00247 1.01038 .00018 
17. Stone, clay & glass • 00112 . 00450 .02204 1.09456 
18. Primary metals . 00054 . 00226 • 01371 . 00097 
19. Fabricated metals & machinery .00208 .00241 .02370 .00086 
20. Miscellaneous manufac turing .00025 .00242 .00492 .00023 
21. Rail .00026 . 00700 . 01150 .00028 
22. Communications .00060 . 00289 .00448 .00042 
23 . Electricity, natura l gas & 
sanitation .00024 .00219 .02568 .00029 
24. Other transportation .00096 . 00635 . 01082 .00087 
25. Wholesale durable .01171 . 00088 • 03210 .00570 
26. Wholesale, non-durable . 00062 • 03775 . 07362 . 00033 
27. General retail .00131 .01954 .00868 . 0007 6 
28. Food retail .00273 .02794 . 04838 .00051 
29. Auto & gasoline r etail . 00201 .008ll .09028 .00107 
30 . Eating & drinking retail .01489 . 01025 . 02085 .00067 
31. Miscellaneous retail .01212 . 01 256 .02171 • 01162 
32. F. I.R. E. a .00073 . 00552 . 00282 .00291 
33. Hotel & lodging .00053 .00881 .01446 .00077 
34 . Repairs & persona l services . 00177 .00451 . 01252 .00128 
35 . Business & persona l services . 00138 .00254 . 00521 . 00057 
36. Movies, amusement, & 
recreation .00108 .00702 . 01278 .00206 
37. Nonprofit organizations .00335 . 00914 . 01076 .02299 
38. Medical & health .00091 .00557 .01585 .00129 
39. Education .00617 . 00948 .01299 . 03270 
a(I-A)Tl · 
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18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
.00240 .00525 .00093 . 00553 .00655 .02082 .02979 .06884 • 08117 
.00223 .00436 .00143 . 01013 .00676 .02398 .02751 .04507 .10197 
.00284 .00467 .00141 .02859 .00754 .02196 • 02624 .05177 . 14390 
.00268 .01459 .00156 . 05414 .00361 .04704 . 01029 . 01195 .02298 
.00185 .00415 .00040 .00271 .00639 .04058 . 04234 .04711 .05154 
. 00213 . 01398 .00016 .00061 .00062 .00850 .00901 .01572 .02120 
.00541 .01132 .00237 .00191 .01198 .01865 . 03708 .08953 .03711 
.05254 .02170 .00166 .00874 .00754 .01304 .01408 .12536 .25059 
.01661 .01040 .00097 .00901 .00967 . 00906 .02062 .05680 .12393 
. 02413 .02413 .00126 .00473 .01098 .00855 .00752 • 21897 .15994 
.00858 .03375 .00024 .00401 .00807 .00527 .00344 .02551 .02413 
.00247 .00545 .00319 .01542 .00596 .01595 .01510 .02626 .18035 
.00042 .000 52 .00022 .00600 .00424 .00808 .00474 .00228 .04148 
. 00135 .00385 .00046 .01734 .00783 .01243 .00727 .05256 .06852 
.00181 . 00260 .00082 .00372 . 00733 .00976 .02155 .02106 .14981 
.00114 .00423 .00252 .01602 .00576 . 01623 . 03659 .01373 .06426 
.03127 .01452 .00103 . 01705 .00718 .03129 .01827 .03279 .1105 1 
1. 04001 .00759 .00093 .04335 .00321 .02806 .00981 .00794 .05425 
.14522 1.02897 .00230 .01550 .00838 .01702 .01276 .08708 .04009 
.00104 .00340 1. 00036 .01429 .00869 ,00696 . 01325 . 01072 .06393 
.00169 .00258 .00036 1. 00223 .00214 .00993 .00206 .00698 .06302 
.00099 .00313 .00026 .00227 1.01062 .00978 . 00227 .03678 .03660 
.00223 .01338 .00019 .00318 .00365 1.0171 2 .00444 .00751 .02016 
.00190 .00<>74 . 00067 .01056 .01285 • 01015 1.02315 .06026 .10533 
.01035 .06930 .00207 .00495 .00833 .00569 .00674 1.08383 :01683 
.00749 .00325 .00584 .01328 .00468 .00693 .01968 .02635 1.11935 
.00139 .00352 .00064 .01494 .00513 .00854 .00592 .04147 .10838 
.00528 .00440 .00405 .01067 .00654 .01433 .01619 .03722 • 69977 
. 02148 .01441 .00129 • 00777 . 00579 . 00832 .01234 .17413 .15386 
.00276 .00452 .00187 .00640 .00783 .02752 .00826 .04228 . 26010 
• 01155 ,00761 .00123 . 00810 .00862 .01000 .00982 . 10124 .19728 
.00180 .00166 .00013 • 00092 .01057 .01271 . 00156 .01082 . 02028 
.00207 . 00270 . 00099 . 00302 .03007 .06121 .00502 .01467 . 18548 
.00256 .00838 . 00082 .00230 .01035 . 02009 . 00383 .1.1642 .11679 
.00361 .02028 .00029 .00218 .03991 .02057 .00318 .02246 .04091 
. 01077 .06319 .00088 .00388 .02062 .04185 .00528 .01970 .13919 
. 00865 .00858 .00066 .00273 .01229 .02009 . 00563 • 07133 .09668 
.00194 • 00333 .00079 .00227 .01366 .02283 . 00513 .03593 . 13572 
. 01215 .01251 .00062 . 00303 .01092 .02198 .00571 .06498 .08496 
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Table 10. Continued . 
27 28 29 30 
1. Crops & others .00062 . 00013 . 04752 .00097 
2. Dairy & poultry .00067 .00049 .03964 .00128 
3. Li vestock . 00076 .00041 . 04943 .00139 
4 . Metal .00029 .00028 . 01182 .00071 
5. Coal . 00147 .00010 .01113 • 00116 
6. Petroleum & natural gas .00012 . 00002 .00078 . 00024 
7. Non-metal .00135 .00022 . 07509 .00105 
8 . Building--general contrac t or .00080 .00022 . 01844 .00252 
9. Other than building .00116 . 00018 .02590 . 00180 
10. Special trades .00078 .00024 . 01576 .00350 
11. Ordnance & transportation 
equipment (de£.) .00208 .00010 . 00221 .00041 
12. Food . 00102 .00176 .02021 . 00250 
13 . Textiles .00025 .00037 . 00141 .00105 
14. Lumber & wood .00114 .00014 .01527 .00190 
15. Printing & publishing • 00117 .00019 . 01397 .00277 
16. Chemicals .00175 .00009 .00526 .00102 
17. Stone, c l ay & gl ass .00075 .00016 .02241 . 00151 
18. Primary metal s . 00033 .00019 .00527 .00087 
19. Fabricated metals & machi nery .00101 .00013 . 01127 .00128 
20. Miscel l aneous manufactur ing . 00029 . 00010 . 00211 .00084 
21. Rail .00084 .00144 . 00300 .00035 
22 . Connnunications .00076 .00047 . 01069 .00465 
23. El ectricity, natural gas, & 
sanitation . 00034 .00006 .00766 .00073 
24. Other transportation . 00085 .00058 .02225 .01016 
25. Wholesale durable .00077 .00020 .00844 . 00315 
26. Wholesale, non-durable .00051 .00044 .01187 . 00446 
27 . Genera l retail 1.00071 .00016 . 00276 . 00094 
28. Food retail .00092 1 . 00079 . 01428 .00329 
29. Auto & gasoline r etail .00060 .00013 1. 00606 .00141 
30. Eating & drinking retail . 00084 . 04584 . 01 290 1. 00190 
31. Miscellaneous retail . 00085 . 00018 .01114 . 00199 
32. F. I. R. E. a . 00052 .00014 .00975 .00179 
33. Hotel & lodging .00510 . 00081 .00825 .00156 
34. Repairs & personal services .01059 .00014 . 01624 . 00155 
35 . Business & personal services . 01898 . 00098 .01409 .00312 
36. Movies, amusement, & 
recreation .00196 .00026 . 00953 .00276 
37. Nonprofit or ganizations .01559 . 00386 . 00817 .00179 
38 . Medica l & health .00439 . 01516 .00865 . 00145 
39. Education .00556 .00202 .00827 .00095 
a(I-A)rl· 
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31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 
.01787 .03337 . 00068 .03683 .00531 .00010 .00057 .00028 .00019 
.01445 . 03783 • 00079 .03270 .00891 .00015 .00072 .00027 .00022 
.01938 .07413 . 00084 .04201 .00900 .00013 .00085 .00036 .00026 
.00386 .02114 .00078 .00217 .00843 .00005 . 00164 .00305 .00035 
. 00503 .04259 .00089 .05708 .01024 .00008 .00472 .00034 .00107 
.00187 . 00437 .00018 .00035 .00508 .00001 .00012 .00006 .00003 
.01319 . 04110 .00097 .03228 .04921 .00008 .00100 .00808 . 00034 
.04207 .04556 .00179 . 01168 .02668 . 00012 .00214 .00092 .00051 
.02227 .02903 . 00203 .01345 . 04865 .00009 .00183 .00099 .00047 
.04116 • 03392 .00262 .00805 .02261 .00013 .00391 .00087 .00084 
.00168 .00500 . 00045 .00548 .00991 .00016 .00066 .00408 .00016 
.01009 .03329 .00134 . 01557 .02200 .00039 .00127 .00034 .00033 
.00435 .01552 .00096 .00047 • 01119 .00003 .00146 .00010 .00032 
.00594 .02851 .00162 . 00435 . 00971 .00009 .00206 .00025 .00059 
.02529 .02031 .00149 . 00221 • 01811 .00009 .00201 .00049 . 00044 
.00338 .01336 . 00088 .00710 .00899 .00055 .00093 .00014 .00022 
. 05188 .03574 . 00117 .02684 .01969 .00008 . 00184 .00134 .00050 
.01071 .01791 .00073 .00213 .01080 .00005 . 0021.8 .00259 .00063 
.00936 .03418 .00141 .00272 .01876 . 00006 . 00112 .00087 .00028 
.00780 .01675 .00064 .00123 .01119 .00217 .00151 .00087 .00033 
.01336 .01365 .00023 .00167 .00886 .00004 . 00062 .00044 .00014 
.00899 .02956 .00075 .00663 .02650 .00195 .00162 .00018 .00038 
.00590 .01644 .00255 .00373 .01161 .00031 .00082 .00008 .00024 
. 00870 .04683 .00501 .01424 .02609 .00030 .00451 . 00053 .00098 
. 00577 .02794 .00319 .00296 . 00809 .00006 .00108 .00206 .00024 
.00745 .01914 . 00176 . 00566 . 01072 .00012 .00133 .00097 .00030 
.00283 .02249 .00086 . 00442 .03131 .00004 .00113 . 00297 .00028 
. 01197 .04194 . 00192 .01046 .02965 .00016 .00195 .00273 .00046 
. 00538 .02291 . 00113 .01201 .01230 .00008 .00089 • 00115 .00023 
. 02171 .04780 .00112 .0166 7 .02484 .00169 .00259 • 00130 .00059 
1. 00801 .03628 .00219 .00531 .02592 .00150 .00262 . 00049 .00058 
. 02167 1.05593 .00087 . 00173 .02128 .00008 . 00334 .00105 .00071 
.01651 .09411 1.00131 .03701 .03546 .00049 .00339 .00038 .00081 
.01406 .04913 .00228 1.01343 .02419 .00007 .00193 .00066 .00219 
.01694 .04047 . 00685 .00575 1.02172 .00024 .00471 .00032 .00253 
.04886 . 11214 .00265 • 01385 .08952 1. 21156 .00535 .00045 .00125 
. 02251 • 05971 .00206 .01010 .03241 .00447 1. 03381 .02938 .20900 
. 02469 .05318 .00142 .00945 .01828 .00014 .01336 l. 01461 .00275 
.02579 .04027 . 00074 .01657 .01097 .00031 .00087 . 00068 1.00043 
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Table 11 . Inter- industry f low of goods and services, Cache County , Utah, 
1962 (thousands of dollars) 
Industry producing 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1. Meat packing 14 5 250 
2. Milk processing 5 25 12 
3 . Grain grinding a 65 
4. Other food manufacturing 1 8 24 13 5 1 
5. Primary metal goods a 
6 . Concrete & concrete products 
7 . Textiles & apparel 
8. Printing & engraving 1 3 5 2 2 a 
9. Building supplies & 
equipment 3 50 6 19 8 3 
10 . Farm & industry equipment 8 3 17 3 
11. Food stores 3 1 
12. Autos & gas 58 73 57 33 70 64 
13. Rome furnishings 
14. Eating & drinking 2 1 1 2 1 1 
15 . Specialty stores 1 1 
16. Farm supplies & feed 3 6 4 9 
17 . Drug & variety 1 a a 
18 . Department, genera l 
mercantil e, appare l & dry 
goods 1 
19. Other trades a a a 8 1 
20 . Medical, dental, & l egal 2 6 1 7 2 
21. Amusement & recreation 4 
22. Apparel, care & repair 1 6 1 
23. Other services 
24. Commercial banks 12 26 3 15 4 2 
25. Real estate & insurance 16 52 10 3 7 3 
26. Other lending 
27. Genera l building 3 1 7 a 
28. General construction 3 
29. Subcontracting 2 
30. Farms & fisheries 1,197 5 ,000 1,034 1, 522 
31. Transportation 3 761 15 113 10 a 
32. Utilities 22 187 25 29 6 15 
33. Rental 1 6 16 
Households 550 1,217 229 1 ,319 752 373 
Cache County 14 80 16 89 17 21 
Rest of world 4 ,015 4 ,992 138 3,568 840 442 
TOTAL 5,927 12, 500 1,660 7,000 1, 777 932 
Indicates under $500 . 
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Industry purchasing 
8 9 10 ll 12 l3 14 15 16 17 
546 130 3 
230 194 ll 
54 12 19 
385 26 47 1 14 
a 
10 
a 
3 9 56 23 23 10 1 12 
a 4 8 8 5 8 2 28 a 
6 
450 8 a 245 ll 
4 4 47 22 90 2,879 41 so 7 117 2 
2 6 a 
a a a a 32 1 a 76 a a a 
a 1 3 1 2 
72 5 a 26 
a a 
a a 1 
a a a 3 1 3 2 a 
1 1 3 3 10 l3 6 9 4 1 
a 
8 a 
a 10 
3 2 8 3 23 1 5 6 3 8 4 
1 9 6 10 19 l3 18 6 5 6 
a 2 37 
1 30 
3 
4 
55 559 
25 10 3 13 3 3 7 11 9 5 22 
12 11 13 10 98 118 45 79 17 40 21 
4 a 9 66 90 21 39 27 5 24 
540 301 467 252 853 2,085 448 975 326 351 450 
1 5 17 8 41 67 12 18 ll 35 10 
_ZQQ. 299 3,312 1 , 067 ~ 10,921 1,631 ~~ 2, 623 1,380 
1,300 650 3,900 1,400 11,000 16,324 2,290 2,790 1, 265 3,827 1,985 
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Table 11 . Continued . 
Industry producing 18 19 20 21 22 23 
1. Meat packing 52 6 2 
2. Milk processing 33 11 1 
3 . Grain grinding 19 2 
4. Other food manufacturing 22 1 1 5 2 4 
5. PrDnary metal goods 2 
6. Concrete & concrete products 1 12 
7. Textiles & apparel 
8 . Printing & engraving 131 1 8 3 2 6 
9. Building supplies & 
equipment 8 1 a 23 
10. Farm & industry equipment 
11 . Food stores 4 20 101 12 
12. Autos & gas 34 21 4 6 9 22 
13 . Home furnishings a 5 
14. Eating & drinking 1 1 1 1 a a 
15 . Specialty stores 3 8 5 1 2 
16 . Farm supplies & feed 1 4 1 1 
17 . Drug & variety 133 
18. Department, general 
mercantile, apparel & dry 
goods 1 3 3 1 3 
19. Other trades 1 7 2 a a 
20. Medical, dental, & l egal 6 2 22 2 2 4 
21. Amusement & r ecreation 1 2 
22. Apparel, care & repair 7 4 1 4 20 
23. Other services 1 1 a 
24. Commercia l banks 20 2 8 2 2 5 
25 . Real estate & insurance 28 4 21 8 5 12 
26. Other lending 2 2 
27 . General building 5 
28 . General construction 
29 . Subcontracting 1 1 
30. Farms & fisheries 1 
31. Transportation 191 22 a 7 
32. Utilities 131 10 70 37 29 72 
33. Rental 211 3 87 49 13 32 
Households 1,339 199 2, 492 251 279 648 
Cache County 40 2 19 6 7 27 
Rest of world 7,102 461 1,108 368 258 812 
TOTAL 9,386 750 4,031 850 615 1,739 
alndicates under $500 . 
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Industr~ Eurchasing 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 
a 11 
5 
1,069 
2 a 
10 3 
400 16 6 
60 
10 16 8 3 4 3 8 
1,553 130 229 46 8 192 
17 53 
a 
6 41 3 59 369 86 711 34 51 
4 111 2 113 
3 3 1 1 2 a 3 
1 7 6 2 1 2 
1,500 
49 124 
a 
3 4 9 8 125 6 
a 
8 4 21 15 12 759 7 6 
3 3 31 20 27 29 15 23 
3 1 238 45 
a 124 13 5 120 
57 60 
229 2,204 10 10 11 120 
3,282 
30 1 6 4 7 609 4 
19 36 14 52 18 24 201 15 292 264 
19 8 44 29 19 20 
1,076 645 1,063 1,589 899 2,010 5 ,800 876 1,059 510 
8 2 2 13 22 33 615 6 268 321 
1,038 2,740 ~ 3,360 5,654 3,034 ...1...Q§l 1, 79o 2,062 5,423 
2,434 3,521 1,704 9, 713 7,200 5,573 18,257 2,800 3,816 7,201 
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Table 11. Continued. 
House- Cache Rest of 
Industry producing holds Co. usu Capitol world Total 
1. Meat packing 241 16 4 4,674 5,927 
2. Milk producing 720 21 10 11,222 12,500 
3. Grain grinding 41 2 a 377 1,660 
4. Other food manufacturing 131 a 13 6,280 7,000 
5. Primary metal goods 92 2 2 1,666 1, 777 
6. Concrete & concrete products 198 1 27 253 932 
7. Textiles & apparel 36 a 1,204 1,300 
8. Printing & engraving 189 31 49 12 650 
9. Building supplies & 
equipment 30 24 116 794 284 3,600 
10 . Farm & industry equipment 18 9 7 750 508 1,400 
11. Food stores 8,120 41 38 1,946 11,000 
12 . Autos & gas 8,468 204 93 398 2, 087 16,324 
13. Home furnishings 1,858 4 7 5 173 2,290 
14. Eating & drinking 2,063 2 2 587 2 ,790 
15. Specialty stores 1,018 a 11 187 1,265 
16 . Farm supplies & feed 234 2 47 1,909 3,827 
17 . Drug & variety 1,640 1 6 202 1,985 
18. Department, general 
mercantile, apparel & dry 
goods 8,201 9 17 972 9, 386 
19. Other trades 261 3 6 451 750 
20. Medical, dental, & lega l 3,069 12 8 670 4,031 
21. Amusement & recreation 740 4 1 95 850 
22. Apparel, care & repair 535 3 19 5 615 
23 . Other services 958 21 12 734 1,739 
24. Commercial banks 260 16 a 1,150 2,434 
25. Real estate & i nsurance 1,702 109 5 1,283 3, 521 
26 . Other lending 779 17 a 576 1,704 
27. General building 21 4,895 4 , 488 9, 713 
28 . General construction 5 1,935 5,137 7,200 
29. Subcontracting 17 1,263 1,701 5,573 
30 . Farms & fi sheries 250 13 5,344 18,257 
31. Transporta tion 522 3 141 239 2 ,800 
32. Utilities 13 199 6 3 ,816 
33. Rental 2,060 126 1 4,172 7,201 
arndicate under $500. 
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Table 12. Inter-industry transactions, Cache County, Utah , 1962 
1. Meat packing 
2. Milk processing 
3. Grain grinding 
4 . Other food mfg. 
5. Primary metal goods 
6. Concrete & concrete 
products 
7. Textiles & apparel 
8. Printing & engraving 
9. Building supplies & 
equipment 
10. Farm & industry 
equipment 
11. Food stores 
12. Autos & gas 
13. Home furnishings 
14. Eating & drinking 
15. Specialty stores 
16. Farm supplies & feed 
17. Drug & variety 
18. Department,. general 
mercantile, apparel, 
& dry goods 
19. Other trades 
20 . Medical, dental, & 
legal 
21. Amusement & recreation 
22. Apparel, care & repair 
23. Other services 
24. Commercial banks 
25. Real estate & 
insurance 
26. Other lending 
27. General building 
28. General construction 
29. Subcontracting 
30. Farms & fisheries 
31. Transportation 
32. Utilities 
33. Rental 
Households 
Cache County 
.0024 
.0008 
.0002 
.0002 
.0005 
.0098 
.0003 
.0002 
.0005 
.0003 
.0002 
.0020 
.0027 
.0005 
.0005 
.2020 
.0005 
.0037 
.0002 
.0004 
.0020 
.0006 
.0002 
.0040 
.0006 
.0002 
.0058 
.0001 
.0005 
.0001 
.0001 
.0021 
.0046 
.0001 
.4000 
.0609 
.0150 
3 
.0072 
.0392 
.0145 
.0030 
.0036 
.0018 
.0343 
.0006 
.0024 
.0036 
.0018 
.0060 
.0042 
• 6229 
.0090 
.0151 
4 
.0357 
.0019 
.0003 
.0027 
.0001 
.0047 
. 0003 
.0013 
.0001 
.0009 
.0021 
.0004 
. 2174 
.0161 
.0041 
.0009 
5 
.0028 
.0011 
.0045 
.0096 
.0394 
.0006 
.0045 
.0039 
.0023 
.0006 
.0023 
.0039 
.oon 
.0056 
.0034 
.0090 
.092796 .097360 .137952 .188443 . 423185 
.0024 .0064 .0096 .0127 .0096 
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Direct purchases per dollar of output 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
.0496 .0466 
.0209 .069 5 
.0049 .0043 
.0011 .0015 .0015 .000 3 .0007 .0350 .0016 .0004 .0168 
.0026 
.0023 .0123 .002 3 .0007 .0051 .0014 .0100 .0007 
.0032 .0062 .0003 . 0007 .0005 .0022 .0029 
.0032 .0007 .0004 
.0409 .0005 .0878 
.0687 .0031 .0062 .0121 .0157 .0082 . 1764 .0179 .0179 
.0002 .0004 
.0011 .0029 . 0001 .0272 
.0011 .0007 .0001 .0002 .0004 
.006 5 .0003 .0011 
.0015 .0004 
.0011 .0002 .0004 .0011 
. 0021 . 0008 .0015 .0008 .0021 .0009 .0008 .0026 .0032 
.0001 .0029 
. 0031 
.002 1 .0023 .0031 .0021 .0021 .0021 .0001 .00 22 .002 2 
.0032 .0008 .0015 .00 23 .0043 .0009 .0012 .0057 .0005 
.0002 .0023 
.0001 .0131 
.0021 
.0031 
.0197 
.0192 .0154 .0008 .0093 .0003 .0002 .0031 .0039 
. 0161 .0092 .0169 .0033 .0071 .0089 .0072 .0197 .0283 
.0031 .0064 .0060 .0055 .0092 .0140 
.400214 .41 5385 .463076 .119743 .180000 . 077545 .127726 .195633 . 349462 
.022 5 .0008 .0077 .0044 .0057 . 0037 .0041 .0052 .006 5 
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Table 12. Cont inued. 
15 16 17 18 19 
1. Meat packing . 0008 .0055 
2. Milk processing .0055 . 0035 
3. Grain grinding .0050 .0020 
4 . Other food mfg . . 0008 .0003 .0071 .0023 .0013 
5 . Primary metal goods 
6. Concrete & concrete 
products 
7. Textiles & apparel 
8 . Printing & engraving .0079 . 0003 . 0060 .0140 .0013 
9. Building supplies & 
equipment .0016 .0073 .0009 .0013 
10. Farm & industry 
equipment 
11. Food stores .0055 .0004 
12. Autos & gas .0055 .0306 . 0010 .0036 .0280 
13. Home furnishings 
14. Eating & drinking . 0001 .0013 
15. Specialty stores .0008 . 0010 .0003 .0107 
16. Farm supplies & feed . 0068 . 0001 .0053 
17. Drug & variety .0005 
18. Department, general 
mercantile, apparel, 
& dry goods .0001 
19 . Other trades .0016 . 0001 .0093 
20. Medical, dental, & 
legal .0032 .0003 .0010 .0006 .0027 
21. Amusement & recreation 
22. Apparel, care & repair .0007 
23. Other services . 0050 . 0001 
24. Commercial banks . 0024 . 0021 .0020 . 0021 .0027 
25 . Real estate & 
insurance .0047 .0013 .0030 . 0030 .0053 
26. Other lending 
27. General building 
28. General construction 
29. Subcontracting 
30. Farms & fisheries . 1461 
31. Transportation .0071 .0013 .0111 .0203 .0293 
32. Utilities .0134 . 0105 . 0106 . 0140 .0133 
33 . Rental .0213 .0013 .0121 .0225 . 0040 
Households • 257707 .091717 . 226700 . 142659 .265333 
Cache County .0087 .0091 .0050 . 0043 .0027 
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Direct purchases per dollar of output 
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
.0015 .0024 
.0027 .0012 
.0005 
. 0002 .0059 .0033 .0023 .0004 .0003 .0006 .0002 .0001 
.0012 .0010 
.0016 .0069 .0412 .0022 
.0062 
.0020 .0035 .003 3 .0035 .0041 .0045 .0047 .0005 .0004 
.0132 .1599 .0181 
.0024 
. 0050 .1188 .0035 
.0010 .0071 .0146 .0127 .0025 .0116 .0018 .0061 .0513 
.0029 .0016 .0114 
.0002 .0012 .0012 .0009 .0006 . 0001 .0001 
. 0012 ,0016 .0012 .0004 .0020 .0035 .0002 
. 0002 .0012 
.0330 
.0007 .0035 .0016 .0017 
.0024 
. 0055 .0024 .0033 .0023 .0012 .0023 .0009 .0011 
.0012 .0012 
.0010 .001 2 .0065 . 0115 
.0002 
.0020 .0024 .0033 .0029 .0023 .0023 .0022 .0021 
.0052 .0094 .0081 .0035 . 0012 .0003 .0018 . 0032 .0028 
.0005 .0012 .0012 .0003 .0006 
.0029 .0128 .0018 
.0059 
.0002 .0941 .2269 .0014 
.0002 
.0040 .0123 .0003 .0006 .0006 
.0174 .0435 .0472 .0414 .0078 .0102 .0082 .0054 ,0025 
.0216 . 0576 .0211 . 0184 .0054 .0047 .0045 
.618209 .295294 .453658 .372628 .442070 . 183186 .623826 .163595 .124861 
.0047 .0082 .0114 .0155 .0033 .0006 ,0012 .0013 .0031 
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Table 12. Continued. 
29 30 31 32 33 
1. Meat packing .0039 
2. Milk processing .0018 
3. Grain grinding .0586 
4. Other food mfg. .0007 .0003 
5. Primary metal goods .0005 
6. Concrete & concrete 
products .OOll .0004 .0003 
7. Textiles & apparel 
8. Printing & engraving .0007 .0011 .0021 
9. Building supplies & 
equipment .0411 .0025 .0029 .0024 .0267 
10. Farm & industry 
equipment .0029 
11. Food stores 
12. Autos & gas .0154 .0390 .0121 .0134 
13. Home furnishings .0005 .0157 
14. Eating & drinking .0004 .0004 .0008 
15. Specialty stores .0002 .0005 
16. Farm supplies & feed .0822 
17. Drug & variety .0002 
18. Department, general 
' mercantile, apparel, 
& dry goods .0088 .0068 
19. Other trades .0001 
20. Medical, dental, & 
legal .0011 .0068 .0007 .0016 
21. Amusement & recreation .0004 
22. Apparel, care & repair 
23. Other services 
24. Conunercial banks .0022 .0416 .0025 .0024 .0008 
25. Real estate & 
insurance .0048 .0016 .0054 .0018 .0032 
26. Other lending .0130 .0018 .0003 .0062 
27. General building .0167 
28. General construction .0083 
29. Subcontracting .0018 .0029 .0167 
30. Farms & fisheries .1798 
31. Transportation .0014 .0334 .0004 .0010 
32. Utilities .0043 .0110 .0054 .0765 .0367 
33 . Rental .0052 .0068 .0052 
Households .360668 • 317791 .312857 . 277516 .070823 
Cache County .0059 .0337 .0021 .0702 .0446 
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Table 13. Inter-industry transactions, Cache County, Utah, 1962a 
l. 
2. 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
6. 
7 . 
8 . 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20 . 
21. 
22. 
23 . 
24 . 
25 . 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30 . 
31. 
32. 
33. 
Sectors 
Meat packing 
Milk processing 
Grain grinding 
Other food manufacturing 
Primary metal goods 
Concre te & concrete 
products 
Text il es & appare l 
Printing & engraving 
Buildi ng supplies & 
equipment 
Farm & industry 
equipment 
Food s tores 
Autos & gas 
Home furn ishings 
Eating & drinking 
Specialty stores 
Farm supplies & feed 
Drug & variety 
Department , genera l 
mercantile, appare l & 
dry goods 
Other trades 
Medica l, denta l , & 
l egal 
Amusement & recreat ion 
Apparel, ca r e & repair 
Othe r services 
Commercia l banks 
Rea l estate & insurance 
Other l ending 
Gene r a l bu i lding 
Ge neral construction 
Subcont racting 
Fa rms & fis heries 
Transportation 
Utili ties 
Renta l 
1.0025 
. 0008 
.0008 
.0360 
. 0001 
.0001 
.0001 
.0001 
.0533 
. 0001 
.0535 
.0008 
.0006 
.0057 
.0002 
.0018 
.0090 
.0001 
.0003 
.0001 
.0003 
.0039 
2 
.0009 
1.0024 
.0080 
. 0002 
.0221 
.0737 
.0001 
.0056 
.003 5 
.0001 
.0030 
.0039 
.0001 
.0001 
. 0007 
.0018 
3 
.01 64 
.0302 
1.0931 
.0180 
. 0079 
.0105 
.01 72 
. 0003 
.0024 
.0001 
.0007 
.0011 
.0798 
.0001 
4 
.0003 
.0012 
.0161 
1. 0022 
. 0029 
.001 2 
.0015 
.001 5 
.0003 
.0007 
.0368 
. 0019 
.0004 
.0209 
.0008 
.0006 
.0073 
. 0024 
.0014 
.0006 
.0103 
.0033 
. 0025 
.0004 
.0003 
. 0006 
.0003 
.0002 
.0014 
. 0007 
.0003 
5 
1. 0000 
6 
.0001 
.0002 
.0005 
.0001 
1.0000 
.0026 
. 0005 
.0001 
.0016 
.0012 . 0071 
. 0001 
.0011 . 0424 
. 002 3 
.0005 .0012 
.0005 
.000 3 
.0008 
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Direct Elus indirect regui rement s Eer do11a r of fina l demand 
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
.0002 . 0016 .0008 .0264 . 000 3 . 0002 .0223 
.0006 .0062 .0021 .0002 . 0367 .0002 .0437 
.0009 .0079 . 0044 .0001 . 0905 .0001 .0007 .0001 .0731 
. 0032 .0039 .0008 .0001 .0225 .0003 .0256 
. 0004 .0048 .0096 .0003 . 0486 .0001 .0006 .0001 
.0013 .0033 . 0032 .0001 . 0840 . 0011 .0011 
1.0000 .0024 .0003 .0043 
1.0126 .0064 .0084 
.0023 1.0003 .0150 
.0008 .0003 l. 0007 . 0196 . 000 1 .0007 
. 0056 . 0014 . 0001 l. 0429 .0145 .0003 .0031 . 0001 .0103 
.0017 . 0008 . 0004 .0006 l. 2145 .0006 .0001 .0002 .0004 
.0102 .0049 .0226 l. 0003 .0004 
.0015 .0044 .0003 .0941 .0307 .0003 1.0283 . 0092 
.0081 .0023 .0073 . 0003 1 . 0008 
• 0005 .0082 .0006 . 0486 l. 0231 
.0062 .0006 .0057 .0022 .0002 . 0010 . 0004 
. 0142 .0018 . 0004 .0057 . 0003 . 0001 .0003 .0005 
.0015 .0016 .0001 . 0355 .0001 . 0013 .0108 .0055 
.0023 .0008 . 0054 .0021 .0003 .0002 .0012 .0004 
. 0044 .0021 .1 241 .0119 . 0009 .0016 . 0027 
.0036 .0008 .0191 . 0003 .0016 
. 0039 .0145 . 0038 . 0176 .0032 . 0012 .0001 
. 0043 .0040 .0001 . 0053 .0016 .0012 .0004 
. 0046 .0002 . 0143 .0001 .0009 . 0020 
. 0048 . 0002 . 0024 .0006 . 0035 
• 0013 .1720 .0001 .0188 .0116 . 0002 .0003 
.0062 . 0005 .0185 .0024 .06 30 . 0001 
• 0010 .0414 .0197 .0001 .0004 .0002 
. 0007 .0048 .0039 .0001 .0705 .0001 .0001 . 0001 .1078 
. 0012 .0031 .01 51 . 0001 . 0004 .0001 
• 0023 .0029 .0001 .0178 . 0006 . 0009 .0005 
• 0004 . 0306 .0026 .0159 
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Table 13 . Continued . 
Sector 17 18 19 20 21 22 
1. Meat packing . 0018 .0022 .0002 
2. Milk processing .0002 .0036 .0038 
3. Grain gri nding . 0003 .0058 . 0100 
4. Other food manufac t uring .0020 . 0022 . 0009 
5. Primar y meta l goods . 0001 . 0045 . 0040 .0023 .0006 
6 . Concrete & concret e 
products . 0011 .0022 
7. Textiles & apparel . 0008 
8. Printing & engraving .0015 .0016 
9 . Building supplies & 
equipment . 0008 
10 . Farm & industr y 
equipment . 0021 
11 . Food s tores .0003 .0013 
12. Autos & gas . 0002 .0010 . 0001 
13. Home furni shings . 0004 . 0027 
14. Eating & drinking .0001 . 0010 . 0011 .0041 .0030 
15 . Specia l ty stores . 0001 .0016 . 0032 
16. Farm supp l ies & feed . 0013 .0018 
17. Drug & variety 1.0005 .0011 
18 . Department, genera l 
mercantile, apparel & 
dry goods 1. 0001 .0001 .0007 . 0007 
19 . Other trades 1 . 0094 . 0028 
20 . Medica l , dental, & 
legal .0332 .0007 1.0056 . 0010 
21. Amusement & recreation .0035 . 0024 .0027 1.0012 . 0012 
22 . Apparel, care & repair . 0001 .0016 . 0034 1 . 0065 
23 . Other services . 0017 . 0025 . 001 2 .0115 
24. Coxmnercial banks .0008 . 0013 
25 . Real estate & insurance 
26. Other lending .0023 
27 . General building .0020 .0014 
28. General construction .0012 
29 . Subcontracting . 0002 . 0088 .0011 
30 . Farms & fi sheries .0003 .0088 .0094 
31. Transportation .0007 
32 . Utilities . 0017 
33. Rental .0001 .0001 .0002 . 0004 
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Direct Elus indirect reguirements Eer dollar of fina l demand 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 
.0131 .0034 .0035 .0005 .0005 .0014 .2639 .0097 .0082 .0006 
.0242 .0063 .00 70 .000 2 . 0024 . 5215 .0793 .0248 .0012 
.0379 .0086 .0114 .0046 .0047 .8516 .0398 .0310 .0015 
.0145 .0013 . 0039 . 0001 .0014 .2929 . 0264 . 0094 .0014 
.0024 .0041 .0002 .0001 . 0001 .0004 .0009 .0059 .0049 .0090 
.0022 .0034 .0002 .0002 .0004 .0002 .0183 .0006 
.0024 .0009 . 0034 . 0004 .0193 .0103 .0033 
.0031 .0032 .001 6 .0003 .0005 .0157 .0189 .0003 
. 0021 .0023 .0002 .0001 .0008 .0038 .0001 
.0021 .0044 .0001 .0001 . 0021 .0003 . 0002 .0093 . 0083 .0067 
.0042 .0014 .0008 .0001 . 0005 .0416 .0039 .0122 .006 5 
.0002 .0015 .0028 .0002 .0002 .0006 .0003 .0099 .0068 
.0023 .0059 .0001 .0134 .0001 .0035 .0001 .0033 .0223 .0096 
.0067 .0077 .0013 . 0003 .0001 .0010 .0890 .0121 .0366 .0156 
.0025 .0049 .0001 .0003 .0001 .0007 .0002 .0073 .01.58 .0216 
.0104 .0019 .0027 .0001 .0010 .1958 .0082 .0150 .0018 
.0050 .0023 .0032 .0001 .0002 .0001 .0005 .0052 . Oll. 9 .012 7 . 0124 
.0001 . 0025 .0033 .0002 . 0004 .0001 .0007 .0057 .0210 .0168 .0228 
.0029 .0057 .0001 .0004 .0016 .0298 .0156 . 0048 
.0003 .0023 .0055 .0006 .0003 .0001 .0009 .0030 .0007 .0206 .0224 
.0033 .0099 . 0005 .0010 .0005 .0016 .0083 .0010 . 0516 .0590 
.0035 .0084 . 0002 .0003 .0001 .0009 .0010 .0003 .0528 .0218 
1.0000 .0032 .0039 .0014 .0033 . 0001 .001 5 .0008 .0043 .0470 .019 3 
1. 0003 .0017 .0012 .0943 .0002 .0125 .0092 .0007 
.002 3 1. 0003 .0003 .0003 . 0001 . 0004 . 011 5 . 0056 
.0023 .0018 1.0006 .0003 .0002 .0001 .0093 .0049 
.0032 .0050 1. 0132 .0060 .2307 .0001 .0012 .0092 .0061 
.0022 .0029 .0001 .0018 1.0000 .0020 .0008 .0035 .0004 
.0023 .0050 1. 0021 .0001 .0016 .0055 . 0056 
.0547 .0033 .0172 .0003 . 0053 1.2999 . 0453 .0199 .001 5 
.0026 .0055 .0019 .0001 . 0004 .0022 1.0006 .0064 .0069 
.0026 .0020 .0004 .0001 .0035 .0001 .0011 1.0834 .0058 
.0011 .0036 .0062 .0171 .0084 .0208 .0001 .0406 1.0006 
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